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NINETY-FOURTH BIRTHDAY

Mrs. Rose True Wilder, Native of Hope
Celebrates the Anniversary
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
three-times- a- week

advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was estab’lshed
*.n 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Rockland, M aine, Saturday, O ctober 29, 1932

Wilder of Newton, Mass., Mrs. Ed
ward E. Pease (Mary L. Wilder) and
daughter Theda of Worcester. In ad
dition there were present a sister,
Miss Fannie P. True, a nephew E.
Payson True, and her cousins
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo P. Spear of Bel
mont, Mass, formerly of Rockport, In T h e C ourier-G azette T h rift
Me.
Mrs. Wilder Is keenly interested in
Club
current events, and finds the political
campaign, now in progress, carries
her back to the exciting Civil War
(By The Club Manager)
period and the election of Abraham
Lincoln. As a resident of Maine she
The Sun shines again on pretty
voted at the recent S tate election and
Red
Wing.
regrets that it will not be possible for
. . . .
her to cast a ballot next month for
Nearly
gave
our age away that
President Hoover.

,e. ,e.

HI-LUES

**• .

NEW ? ? ? ? BALLROOM

. . . .
Miss Marie T. Morris of Tenant’s
Harbor was an honored visitor who
brought along a subscription renort
that gave her a place in the Sun.
Miss Martha Gould brought in an
other fine report that moved her well
up in the front row.

TILLSON A V EN U E, ROCKLAND, ME.

Featuring High Class Orchestras and Good Times

OPENS NOVEM BER

Raymond E. Thurston, warden oi
The other New York penal instituthe Maine State Prison, returned I tion which RJr. Thurston visited was
Thursday from a 10-day tour among the State Prison at Great Meadows
penal institutions in the course of where 900 men are confined. The
which he visited every prison in New merit system is used there and
England and two in New York State, prisoners are paid up to 25 cents a
day.
including the famous Sing Sing.
He- made these visitations a t the
Mr. Thurston learned that New
express desire of Gov. Gardiner, the York State has five penitentiaries,
Executive Council and George W. with a total of 8000 prisoners.
Leadbetter, director of the new
Retracing his steps to New EngHealth and Welfare department for ! land, Warden Thurston visited the

Records were made yesterday right
in the rain. New faces made bids
for prominent places and old friends
with the light of battle in their eyes
were likewise in evidence.

— O F TH E-

. . . .
If this thing keeps up, we will
have to have several front seats for
the Honor Students. Never saw such
an evenly balanced event.

1 0 fo r

. **•
Miss Amber Elwell holds highest
honors for the day. Congratulations
«• • *
And Mrs. Alice Emery was a visi
tor. Besides her sample ease, she
had other things with her. Sub
scriptions, f'rinstance.
» • • •
Office will close tonight at eight.
Open this afternoon until four.
Closed from four until six—to eat of
course, you silly.

ARM ISTICE EVE BALL
M USIC BY

A l Dwyer and his Eleven Vagabonds
NOVEM BER 1 1 - ARMISTICE NIGHT

• • • •

A l Jahns and his Aristocrats

If you can bring in your report be
fore evening, “yours most sincerely”
will be very appreciative. It may
i save a jam this evening, and a jam
is to be avoided—unless of course
there is bread.

10-P1ECE BAND

SA T U R D A Y NIGHT, NOVEM BER 12

. . . .

Celebrated Nate Gold and his Commanders
12-PIECE BAND

Be sure -to read this column on
Tuesday.
John and I will have
something more to say to you then.
You know our friend John don't you?
Where have you been then?

. . . .

So P lan On D ining and D a n c in g A t The N ew ? ? ? B allroom
Patrons May Rest Assured They W ill H ave The Best In Catering Because the Con
cession Has B een Leased To

Won't be long now before the Ele
phant and the Donkey square off.
Then what? Everyone should vole
anyhow. No matter what your con
viction, or the length of your term—
you should express your conviction—
one way or the other.

*

“ JERRY, OF THE PA R A M O U N T ”

• • • •

Nobody loves a “Neuter.”

*• • •

S piritualistic Service

TA X PAYERS

SU N D A Y , 8 P. M.
Chamber of Com m erce Hall
Main Street
SUSIE P. MOSHER, Psychic
130*lt

CARS FOR HIRE

A TTEN TIO N

U DRIVE IT
M unsey M otor Co.

Next M onday, O ctober 31, is the last day
of the M unicipal Y ear.

21 Limerock Street,
Phone 886

Rockland

116-tf

A ll w ho possibly

can are u rg en tly requested to p a y their
taxes before th at date.
T. E. M cINNIS.
T a x Collector

129-130

R ockland L oan & B uilding A ssociation
EIGHTY-NINTH SEMI A N N U A L DIVIDEND

CROSLEY
CLARION
PILOT
R A D IO S
■ ■■■■ ■
SALES and SERVICE

$19,081.95
SHARES MATURED
The Sixty-Seventh Series of Shares matured this month and is now
being paid. There are 157 Shares in the Series, held by 27 Share
holders who are receiving S31.753.25. These 27 Shareholders saved
one hundred fifty-seven Dollars each month for one hundred fortyfour months. Their SAVINGS amount to $20,608 and these sav
ings have EARNED $9,145.25. We think this a pretty good showing
for these times. If you think so too, come up and join us.

■ HBBHB ■
E. 0 . P h ilb rook & Son
632 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
124S130

AUTHORIZED

PHILCO R A D IO
SALES AND SERVICE

L

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST ROCKLAND TEL. 721

18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

127Stf

114eot-ft

Who do you suppose will be lead
ing this Thrift Club after "taps" to
night? You guess—but wre can’t tell
you whether or not you are wrong.

• • • •

Don't forget your subscription to
day. folks. Someone on this list will
appreciate it. Pick out “your one”
and then give ’em the limit. A five
year one ought to draw a real cheer
for you. And it will.
• • • ■
Lagest counts of all close to
night remember. All mail coming to
this desk postmarked not later than
midnight, at the Harbor from whirh
it set sail—will receive the largest
counts.
1
«• • •
And another week end. For many
what? And for many others, what
not?
««• *
,
Speaking of “Whatnots”..........guess
we better be going.
WHAT KILLED EEL GRASS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As I told you through your columns
two years ago, oil waste has killed the
eel grass. Now, let Maine get busv!
Plant wild celery in the rivers, duck
weed and wild rice in our 2200 lakes,
and for a while feed and protect the
black duck, the least offensive and
the most profitable of game birds. Let
Owl’s Head and Rockland close the
harbor to all gunning and have a fund
to provide food for these birds, as
they have fed us for 300 years! Has
Rockland less humanity than Port
land? W hat a comment it is on civili
zation to see these birds throng Port
land Harbor and the Fenway at Bos
ton, and the barbarous treatment
they receive elsewhere.
Jesse A. Tolman.
Rockland, Oct. 27.
Heated dead storage $3.50 per
month. New low rates. Fireproof
Garage.
126-130

UNIVERSALIST
FAIR
CHURCH VESTRY

W ed n esd ay , Nov. 2
Doors Open at 2 P. M.
Supper a la carte 5 to 7
Featuring Lobster Salad and
Chicken Pie
Fancy Work, Aprons, Candies
Cooked Food, Preserves, Potted
Plants, etc.. For Sale
Admis>.-!on Free

Is

Sold—

Down at the South Marine Rail an excellent winter haven for pleas
ways signs of fall activity are not ure craft which have gone out of
altogether lacking, and there are pro commission for the season. Among
jects in view which promise well for these are the yachts Bethuiia, owned
coming months.
by Major Talbot Aldrich and the
The steamer North Haven will haul Three B’s, owned by W. B. Getchell
out Monday for general repairs and of Augusta.
after she is launched her successor on
The departure of the schooner
the ways will be the good old Vinai- Helvetia has left everybody feeling a
haven of the same line, which will bit homesick, for she was the last
receive similar treatment.
of the original Snow fleet, so well
The William Underwood Company known in Atlantic ports, and the West
is soon to haul out the smack Fish Indies.
Hawk which will be reconditioned for
The Helvetia has been sold to
the spring campaign.
Irving Barnett of Valley Stream,
At the boiler shop are being con Long Island, N. Y„ and is already at
structed two tanks for the Rockland Stonington loading for New York.
& Rockport Lime Corporation, one of
This cralt was laid down in the
90 tons and one of eight tons, both to Snow yard in 1905, and launched the
have a place in the corporation's new following year—a three-master of 497
hydrate mill at the Northend.
gross tons, measuring 157 feet over
The machine shop crew is doing all and having a carrying capacity of
quite an extensive job at the McLain 700 tons. Her cost was $40,000,
School building, changing the piping
The Helvetia was built for the gen
of the boilers.
eral coasting trade, and her total
Tire I. L. Snow Co. is about to earnings are said to have aggregated
undertake a new departure—the/ $96,000. Her last commander was
manufacture of underground storage Capt. Edward Pettigrew.
tanks of 275, 500 and 1000-gallon
The interests of the I. L. Snow Co.
capacity. Because of freight saving are now under the active manage
it is believed that this enterprise can ment of F. C. Gatcombe of Pemaquid
be conducted in successful competition Beach, who was for five ypars on the
with western manufacturers; and it staff of the Bath Iron Works, and
is also believed that there will be a who more recently has been chief
goodly demand for the home made assistant accountant on the Wyman
and hand made product.
Dam development at Bingham. He
Several contracts are in the offing, is a young man of exceptional keen
but have not progressed far enough ness and foresight, and is accom
for an announcement.
panied to Rockland by his wife and
Meantime the yard is being found child.

T H E ST R A W B A L L O T

G ospel
orker and Singer H oover Has A m azing W alk
Begins C am paign A t T en 
over A t M assachusetts In
a n t's H arbor T om orrow
stitu te of Technology

. . . .

AU SPIC ES W INSLOW - HOLBROOK PO ST , A . L.

Schooner O f Original Snow Fleet
Activities Around the Railway

E V A N G E L IST CO LBY

Across the street a sign says
“Clams.” Wonder if that was just
put there or does its insinuate someIthing. And for forty-nine cents you
would be surprised what you can buy

A M E R IC A N L E G IO N B A L L

THE HELVETIA LEAVES US

Warden Thurston, Sent To Study Latest Methods, Last
Recommends N ew Hampshire Industrial Plan

And if anyone doubts what this
finish is going to be like—stick
oround like oud man Friday.

ANNOUNCING GRAND OPENING

Volum e 8 7 .................. Num ber I 30

VISITED SEVEN PRISONS

A correspondent sends to this paper,
from Lowell, Mass., the following in
teresting story:
Mrs. Rose True Wilder, widow of the
late Salmon W. Wilder, and a native
of Hope, Maine, on Oct. 25 reached
the age of 94 years.
Mrs. Wilder—well known to many
readers of The Courier-Gazette—Is
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
•••
.. j the oldest of the seven surviving chil
dren of the late Edward True of
•»
Most people think of It In terms
*•* of getting, but success begins In ••• Hope. At the time of the annual
••• terms of giving.—Henry Ford.
» meeting of the Three-Quarter Cen
tury Club in Camden, in August, 1931,
time.
Like looking at a horse's
the combined ages of this group of
teeth.
j brothers and sisters was nearly 564,
Attractions
at
Strand
Theatre
next
• ♦• *
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
and now exceeds 570 years.
week are: Monday-Tuesday, Fannie ;
Anyhow—when
the Sun hides for
Mrs. Wilder makes her winter home H urst’s “Back Street,” with John Boles
For President
with her son, Edward T. Wilder, of i and Irene Dunn; Wednesday-Thurs- , that long it ought to be news when it
HERBERT C. HOOVER
Lowell, and for years her birthdays j day, “Blessed Event,” with Lee Tracy; j does come out—like the man biting
i have served as occasions for small i Friday-Saturday, Param ount's “Big j the dog.
of California
family reunions. This year was no I Broadcast," with all star cast.
But a beautiful day like this, is a
exception and a t her birthday dinner
For Vice President
perfect setting for the whirlwind of
there were gathered about the board
Ruth
Coltart,
chiropodist,
is
now
CHARLES CURTIS
her children: Edward True Wilder, located at 6 Talbot Ave., city. Phone a finish of Pivotal Priod in this
oi Kansas
; Salmon W. Wilder and Harold B. . 1075.—adv.
129-130 Thrift Club—which causes this col
umn
. . . .

y

THREE CENTS A COPT

the purpose of further familiarizing State Prison at Windsor, Vt., where
himself with modern methods of he found 400 prisoners, including
prison management and to solve, if those of the Men's Reformatory. The
possible, the growing problem of Vermont prison has a shoe factory,
what to do with idle convicts. This and the superintendent of it is a
problem will be intensified the com- former Warren boy, Edwin O. Teague,
ing year by the fact' that the Hawes- who was delighted to see somebody
Qooper bill goes into effect, and this from Maine to talk over those happy
prohibits the shipment of prison baseball days when he was manager,
made goods outside of the State in and when the fans were being
, thrilled by such stars as Powers and
which they are manufactured.
A careful study of industrial con , Sockalexis. Two hundred convicts
ditions in the penal institutions of six find employment in the shoe fac
States convinced him that Maine tory, and the Vermont institution also
would best be served by the adoption has a clothing manufactory, as well
of the plan which is being used in as a farm of 1400 acres, on which
New Hampshire, and he will so there are 250 head of cattle, 500 hogs,
recommend in a written report to his etc. Forty men are employed there
superior officers.
The industries the year around.
“This was one of the best conduct
which the Granite State provides for
its convicts are—
ed prisons I visited,” Warden
Thurston told The Courier-Gazette.
A printing establishment.
“In all of the prisons I visited." he
Manufacture of number plates.
Construction of concrete culverts.
added, “the behavior appeared to be
excellent and the morale was good.
Manufacture of crushed stone.
These would be additional to the But with the possible exception of
present industrial arrangements at Great Meadows the Maine prison is
the Thomaston prison—the manufac a better equipped institution, and the
ture of furniture and clothing for convicts are fed as well, if not better,
State institutions, the packing of than in the others.
vegetable products, harness shop,
“In the Vermont prison I saw 12,000
etc.
‘ quart jars in which the prisoners had
Waiden Thurston went first to the packed beans, corn, cucumbers, toma
Rhode Island State Prison in How toes and raspberries. In our own
ard, where he found 800 convicts. prison this fall we made a begin
The chief industry there is the manu ning at th a t industry, and packed
facture of shirts.
250 cases of corn. 165 cases of beans.
At the Men’s Reformatory in Con 25 cases of tomatoes, and 50 cases of
necticut, where 400 men are on <he squash and carrots.
roster, he found no real industry.
“In addition to recommending the
There is a furniture factory but at New Hampshire program for our
present that is flat. The convicts are prison I shall suggest the extension
making number plates.
of farm activities—more stock, more
**• •
hogs, more hens, and a larger
On to Sing Sing, where Warden amount of produce, this with a view
Thurston found a prison population to furnishing State institutions and
of 2700. Tlie chief industries are the non-interference with private busi
manufacture of shoes, hosiery and ness."
metal products, and much additional
The prisotvfarm this year consist
construction work is going on inside ed of 50 cultivated acres. Warden
of prison walls. Mr. Thurston had Thurston reports that the prison's
quite an extended interview with harness business is picking up, and
Warden I awes, author of “Twenty that there are increasing contracts
Thousand Years in Sing Sing,” and for furnishing supplies for State in
they discussed modern prison meth stitutions.
ods. Warden Lawes is firmly of the
Mrs. Thurston accompanied her
opinion that men must be handled husband on his tour of inspection.
in a more humane way and th a t they
A jolly Halloween party was given
should be taught trades for the bene
in the Undercroft of St. Peter's Church
fit of industrial progress.
Wednesday evening for the young peo
Sing Sing is a graded institution ple and adults of the parish. Miss
where the best behaved prisoners are Margaret Buttomcr directed the pro
permitted to indulge in athletics. gram of games ant^ stunts. Mrs.
Alexander Browne and Mrs. Alton
The prison has a fine stadium, base Decrow
had charge of refreshments.
ball field and football gridiron. The The charming decorations done by
last football game there was wit Mrs Arthur Wisner won particular
nessed by 1900 citizens from the out attention.
side world. The first grade prisoners
are also permitted the library privi
lege, may have visitors, etc.
Those in the second grade are de
nied the privilege of having visitors !
or of engaging in correspondence, J Three Days Next W eek
while the third grade men are locked '
in their cells and deprived of all
Do not miss the special once a year
recreation.
prices
j This produces a strong incentive to
work into the first grade, and is a
' system used to some extent a t Thom
WARREN ME.
aston.

GARDINER’S
R exall ‘One Cent S ale’
N ov. 3 , 4 and 5

G ardiner’s Pharm acy

■1

Beginning tomorrow Evangelist
Walter M, Colby of Gorham will con
duct evangelistic services in the
Baptist Church at Tenaht’s Harbor.
Mr. Colby, with his wife, who assists
in work with children, and in per
sonal work, comes directly from
Danvers, Mass., where he has been
engaged in evangelistic work.
For several years Mr. Colby was
associated with the United Baptist
Convention of Maine and enjoyed
large success but for two years he
has been holding forth the word of
■ jj

Bowdoin, Colby, Yale—one by one
the Eastern colleges are casting their
straw ballots for the Presidency, and
the result appears to be quite different
from the Hearst and Literary Digest
polls, although the collegians are rep
resentative of all parts of the coun
try. Now what happened in the
Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy this week? A Boston despatch
says:
“In the largest straw vote ever cast
by students and faculty of M. I. T„
Hoover was given the sweeping m a
jority of 1334 out of 1985 ballots in
j the election sponsored by the Tech,
j undergraduate publication.
Roose| velt finished third in the vote, with
the Socialist candidate, Norman
Thomas, leading the Democrat by 319
to 300 votes. The Communist total
for William Z. Foster was 32, and one
lone student cast his ballot for UpI shaw, the choice of the Prohibition
party.
"An unusual feature of the vote was
that the faculty, which cast 112 bal
lots, including those of President Karl
Taylor Compton,-Vice President Vannevar Bush and Dean Harold E. Lobdell, gave Hoover 97 votes, and Roose
velt and Thomas seven each, with one
for Foster."

A ID T O C H IL D R E N
life as an independent evangelist.
Mr. Colby not only preaches the
whole gospel, but he sings it, being a
trained soloist.
One of the features of the services
will be a full half-hour of praise
service in song at the beginning of
each service.
The Sunday morning service will
be at 10.30 and the evening services,
Sunday and through the week at 7.
The evening service will be preceded
by a prayer service each night at 6.30.
and it is Mr. Colby's desire that spe
cial effort be made to make this
period all it should be. Prayer
changes things. Continuous meetings
each evening from Oct. 30 to Nov.
20 to which all are welcome.
A LUCKLESS BRIDEGROOM

Marooned In Middle of Penobseot
Bay By Group of Practical Jokers
There was a “shivaree” at Seven
Hundred Acre Lsland Monday night
On the Saturday preceding Capt.
Merrill Young, who works for Charles
Dana Gibson at his summer place on
the island, returned from Camden
bringing a bride and the shivaree
just naturally followed, according to
those who perpetrated it.
They went to the home of Mr. and
Mrs Winsor Decker, where the newly
weds were lodged. By force and with
little consideration for the bride they
took charge of the newly-made bene
dict, and in a motor boat conveyed
him to the middle of Penboscot Bay.
There they deposited him in a row
boat, leaving him a pair of oars,
and allowed he could row home.
A good fighter but better sailor,
Capt. Young submitted to his tor
mentors only after a bitter struggle.
When he had finally conquered the
weary miles of water between the
spot at which he had been marooned
and his boarding house he found his
abductors merrily partaking of a
dainty luncheon provided by Mr. and
Mrs. Decker, his bride, perforce, join
ing in the fun. Those sharing the
merrymaking with Mr. and Mrs.
J Decker and the bride and bridegroom
were Capt. and Mrs. Sidney B Nor
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clater,
i MLss Norma Hall, Miss Ruth Norton
and Henry Bickford.

Local Grocers and P a ren tTeachers C o-operate In
T o d a y ’s Project
Local grocers are showing a finebit of public spirit and cooperation
with a good work in running the ad
vertisement seen on page three in
behalf of the Parent-Teacher Asso
ciation's milk fund and hot school
luncheon fund.
Today many Rockland •grocers will
lend the use of their stores for Kel
logg Day. A representative of the
P.T.A. will be at each of the listed
stores and sell the Kellogg prod
ucts. from the proceeds of which the
association will gain funds for its
splendid work among the needy
school children.
The sponsoring grocers for this
advertisement are: O. S. Duncan,
Perry's Foodland, J. A. Jameson Co.,
Willow Street Market, Glendenning's Market and Treneer's Mar
ket. The Kellogg Day project will be
in force at all these stores also by E.
B. Spear’s Market, I. J. Gray, Ves
per L. Packard and Flint's Market.
Rockport Ice Co. and E. E. Ingra
ham will observe Kellogg Day in
Rockport and E. A. Spear, A. J. Linekin and Dunn & Elliot in Thomas
ton.

Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read s o m e poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
ODE ON SOLITUDE
Happy the man. whose wish and care
A few paternal acres bound.
Content to breathe his native air
In his own ground.
Whose herds with milk, whose fields
with bread.
Whose docks supply him with attire:
Whose trees in summer yield him shade
In winter fire.
Blest, who can unconcern’dly find
Hours, days, and years, slide soft away
In health of body, peace of .mind.
Quiet by day.
Sound sleep by night; study and ease
Together mixt, sweet recreation.
And innocence, which most does please
With meditation.
Thus let me live, unseen, unknown;
Thus unlamented let me die:
Steal from the world, and not a stone
Tell where I lie.
—Alexander Pope.

The C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

H U SH !

“I MEAN TO KEEP ON”

Why does not President Hoover
reply to all the unjustifiable attacks
which have been made on him, espe
cially in the last month or two?
Many Republicans have asked the
question. Here's one good reply:
“If I were trying to read, much less
answer all the attacks made on me, ,
this shop might well be closed for any {
other business. I do the best I know
how, the very best I can; and I mean i
to keep on doing it to the end. If the
end brings me out all right, what is
said against me will not amount to
anything. If the end brings me out
all wrong, ten angels swearing I was
right would make no difference.”
This came from a modest, patient
gentleman whose plight was similar
to President Hoover’s. People slan
dered him cruelly, doubted his ability
and said th a t he was ruining the
nation. Like Hoover, he lived in an
agony of spirit and suppressed the
facts at times for the benefit of the
public, but always he kept up his
work, and in the end he saw the
triumph of his policies.
The words are Abraham Lincoln’s.
—Boston Herald.
THE AMERICA’S CUP

of the P.T.A. the warm support of
the public, to the end that the object
steadily held in view, namely the
help of needy school children
throughout the strictness of our
northern winter, may be visited by
the largest possible measure of suc
cess.

growth life of young people—so that
no depression is so deep that we do
not have our obligation to the next
Form er R ockland Boy A gain generation, which we have to train
as well as feed, and to stimulate to
D rafted F or Boy Scout lofty desire as well as clothe—for in
their hands is the future of what
D rive In B angor
we call civilization. Indeed under
the handicaps and strains of depres
Maurice C. Orbeton. former Rock sion, we face an increased obligation
land boy, who is playing such an to carry on a larger work to meet a
active p art in Bangor affairs these widened need. Scouting trains for
days, is to direct the annual Boy j citizenship by affording experience in
Scout financing for L-.-ngor and citizenship. In times of need ano
Brewer. W hat he has to say on the unbalance, there are more oppor
general subject applies to Rcckland , tunities to be helpful. In such times,
as well, and is here re-published:
too, selfishness tends easily to stifle
“In expressing my own feelings as ' our concern about others—and the
to the great importance of Boy Scout • 'common good’ is quite lost in mo
work throughout the nation I can do ments of personal panic.’ Only too
no better th an quote tecognized lead- I well do we know th a t in times as
ers among whom is the president of these un-social and anti-social spirit
our own company. President Hoover's 1and propaganda find soil.
choice of national direction of relief, j “I can think of no better challenge
Walter S. Gifford, who states the to the thinking men of Bangor and
problem this way:
Brewer than that they roll up their
"Perhaps one of our most difficult i sleeves with us in seeing to it that
problems is to convince those who ! the good work of the Boy Scouts con
can give much or little that man tinue without interruption.”
>
doesn't live by bread alone and that,
Chairman Orbeton. very success
in spite of large public resources for fully directed Boy Scout financing in
unemployment relief—local, state and 1931 and is a member of the execu
federal—the social welfare activities tive board of the Katahdin Boy Scout
are more vital today than ever be Council.
’
fore. There is no more important
work for this welfare and relief mo
STR A N D T H E A T R E
bilization to do than to see that the
Fannie Hurst’s most absorbing
public understands that fact. If
Street" Monday
that is understood. I am confident story is "Back
that adequate funds will be forth and Tuesday, with Irene Dunne and
John Boles in the leading roles. This
coming.”
Commenting further Mr. Orbeton powerful and fascinating lovesaid "I think the following state drama follows the romance of a girl
ments made at the recent White and a man. held together by a sin
House conference sum the situation cere love in spite of the fact that
up very nicely. "The situation should the man is a husband and father.
not daunt nor blind u s,". advises For twenty years, the attachment
President Hoover. "Our fear is not endures, ever increasing in inten
that men shall be fed. Surely no sity, until a tragedy brings the most
one in America will go hungry, or extraordinary affair of its kind ever
into
sharp
focus.
naked, or lack shelter." “Our real picturized
fear." continued Mr. Bakeu "is the Throughout her life, the woman
dwarfed Individualities that may re has sacrificed everything else to the
sult. The depression will go but man she loved, while the man has
what will be left. Our safety depends maintained his position in the social
upon character. We must not sell world and remained a respected
out character.” These are chal member of the community in which
he lives.—adv.
lenging words.
“The Boy Scouts of America are
SEES ECONOMY NEED
without question, very efficiently and
inexpensively, producing what the
The Maine Department of the Na
world most needs, men of character
tional Economy League, of which
trained for citizenship.
"Times of depression dare not be Gov. Gardiner is stats chairman,
permitted to dwarf or stunt the i Monday night adopted a resolution

T H E B U SY M A U R IC E

Ood is our lefuge and strength, a '
very present help in trouble.—Psa.
46:1.

Whether we should be hearing
within present times of an America
Cup challenge, the death of Sir
Thomas Lipton, more than a year
ago, rendered highly problematical.
Perhaps years hence, it was felt,
some sportsman might be raised up
to take the place of that gallant
figure, whose repeated attempts to
redeem the trophy out of American
hands were marked by as many >
failures. Now it is rumored in
British yachting circles that a chal
lenge may in no long time be forth- :
coming, the conjecture arising out j
of the fact that a well-known sport- j
ing figure, W. G. Stephenson, bas 1
placed an order for a new yacht, J UNION M A N ’S V IEW S
measuring up to the specifications
‘‘H ard
T im es”
set by the cup contenders. It is Considers
W ith Reference T o Situa
pointed out that this does not war- j
rant the conclusion that there is likely 1 tion In O ther C ountries
to be an America Cup series next
year, but expectations have been Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
raised on both sides of the water that ' PerhaPs you would cafe to print
something is to come of it. Let us
lo w i n g article in your paper.
hope so. The interest in this country One hears much of hard times, de
does not abate, and in particular pression and political disturbances.
I am not a politician, I do not crave
among the people of this region of any political office; however I dc
the coasts, who have been alive tc believe in putting a good man to
these contests of the sea ever since bat, a man with experience, wisdom
that memorable day in 1853, when the and foresight, one who has been
sorely tried in the face of seemingly
ship Red Jacket, product of Rockland unsurmountable
obstacles
and
workmen in a Northend shipyard proven himself to be a master—a
established the shortest sailing record I ma5^er that should be retained at
i
, ..
,
the helm of the good ship, the United
between New York and Liverpool, a States of America,
crown of maritime glory of which she
Abe Lincoln was of the firm con
viction that it was poor policy to
has never been dispossessed.
trade horses in the middle of a
stream.
A WORTHY CAUSE
Mr. Hoover has been called upon
The ambition of the Parent-Teach to face as trying conditions as any
er Association, to meet in generous President in our history. He has
those conditions. Why
fashion the problems which the com conquered
not move forward with a conqueror?
ing winter is to raise in the ranks of
There is no argument in the folthe city’s needy school children, will j lowing, It is a collection of facts
meet with a ready response from the gathered from sources I believe to
I be reliable
citizens. We are confident of this : During the past three years mis.
because it is the sort of thing inher- : fortune has overtaken many. Conent in Rockland people and is never i ditions have been bad. Few classes
«„ a channel
i.
, for
.
have been exempt
by them denied. As
pQn from
ln the drastic
way
the creating of a fund necessary to everyone has been affected, for some
the situation later to be dealt with. ; the burden hard to bear,
the Association has entered into con- ! ®°me blame the President for hard
... „
.
times. Could the President make
tact with the Chautauqua, for the | a depression that includes the whole
presenting here on the days of ; world? Conditions are much worse
November 8-10, its entertaining and 11?
countries than in the
States.
instructive programs, which yield to United
The reason the Indians don’t
any community a high measure of control America is because the pio
satisfaction and enjoyment. Our neers didn't sit and bawl for the
people are acquainted with Chau- ! President to do something. Some
.
,
| say: “Repeal the Eighteenth Amendtauqua, recalling out of former years ment and prosperity will return.”
the applause which attended upon its All the other leading countries have
several engagements in this city. We no suctl liquor law. Why doesn’t
bespeak for the enterprising members j ru“ r^
‘^ " t s
cancel war
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the rich of other lands have these
TH E W H Y O F A N EG G
conveniences. In July. 1932, I drove
55 miles on a main road in a for
eign country before meeting a motor Rotarians E njoyed Elbridge
car. On w hat road will you travel
G en th n er’s T alk — 4-H
in the U. S. and not meet at least 50?
Some see America slipping down
Club M atters
into the depths of bottomless despair.
Nonsense; the United States is 100
A slender boy. Elbridge Genthner
years ahead of the rest of the world. of Damariscotta, gave the Rotary
We have $4,000,000,000 in gold, more
than any other nation ever had. ! Club one of its most profitable and
Savings bank depositors number interesting talks of the year yester
52.000.000 with a total of $29,000,000,- day when he presented the case of
000 in savings. Savings banks ac- i the rural boy through the medium of
counts have increased $1,233,000,000
that admirable organization, the 4-H
since the peak of the boom in 1929.
A group of 102 companies had Club. Following a demonstration of
7.675.643 stockholders at the begin candling and grading eggs the com
ning of 1932. Estimated life insur mon sense and excellent training of
ance now in force is $109,000,000,000— the youth emerged triumphant from
about $1000 for every man. woman a vigorous bombardment of quesand child in the U. S. Total num  tions.
ber of policies is 127.800.000.
County Agent Wentworth opened
Our total national wealth is esti the session by discussing the work
mated at $330,000,000,000 which is of the 4-H Clubs in developing head,
greater than th a t of a dozen conti heart, health and hand for the
nental European countries combined. rural child. Country communities
The income of the American people have their individual clubs of five or
exceeds $1,000,000,000 a week. For more members, each with its leader
eign ers owe American Investors ap  and projects. These projects, gar
proximately $18,000,000,000. In a d  dening. poultry, canning, room im
dition foreign governments owe our provement, etc., must be completed
government $7,000,000,000 and we within the specified year, accounts
are still selling abroad more than we rendered and contests held. Of the
are buying.
381 boys and gfrls enrolled in KnoxWe own 25.800.000 automobiles. Lincoln Counties last year, 339 fin
All the rest of the world owns about ished their projects with a total cash
9.000.000. We have 19,500,000 tele income of $8,393 and cost of $4,554.
phones, more than all other coun There are over 450 youngsters en
tries put together. The latest compu rolled this year.
tation put the number of radios as
The annual get-together of the
more than 16.545.000. representing an clubs will be held Nov. 5 in this city
investment of $1.600.000,000—a rec with the Chamber of Commerce,
ord unapproached by any other churches and service clubs col
people.
laborating to make the affair a suc
Americans have bought 3.850.000 cess. Black & Gay Canners. Inc.,
mechanical refrigerators. I t is es have volunteered enough of their
timated 71 per cent own their own baked beans to serve the group and
homes; 88 per cent have electric the churches have offered the fixings.
lights. 55 per cent have radios, and The main session, exhibits and prize
41 per cent vacuum cleaners. In presentations will be made in Temple
America the movies attract an aver hall with a parade at noon.
age weekly attendance of 75.000,000.
Elbridge appeared in the green
More than 700.000 farms are elec uniform of the "4-H" ers and soon
trified, which is an increase of 400 proved that he knew the business of
per cent in eight years, and the total candling and grading eggs. Utilizing
is being increased rapidly.
standard scales and candling de
Nefer was America or any other vices he graded several eggs, show
country so well equipped as we are ing just why the Maine Special was
today to resume a forward march. worth a premium price and telling
We have changed from a debtor n a  what constituted Maine Fresh, un
tion to the greatest creditor nation classified and inedible grades. After
on earth. We have vaster national candling some
Maine
Specials
wealth, we have an unprecedented he affixed the New England Quality
supply of gold, we are richer in m a Label, an absolute guarantee to the
chinery, richer in productive facili consumer th a t the carton contains
ties, richer in transportation facili perfect eggs. These labels are ob
ties by land, air and water; richer tainable only from the Commissioner
in every material wealth creating of Agriculture and each producer is
product and process, richer in every held strictly accountable for his
thing.
product by means of label numbers.
Paste this in your hat as a con Any infringment or carelessness
vincing argument that the United brings trouble to the delinquent,
States is not slipping to the fiery
Frank Poland of Boston and Frank
depths but is the best place in the Morrow and Pearl Willey of Cam
world in Which to live.
den were visiting Rotarians.
Citizen and Taxpayer.
Union, Oct. 25.
FOREST LANGUAGE

debts. Someone m ust pay them.
Should it be Europe or the people
of the U. S. A. who loaned the
money in good faith? Europe con
tinues spending billions on armies
and navies and refuses to cut. If
She can spend for offensive warfare
why doesn't she pay the U. S. her
just debts.
We are paying in taxes 26 cents
on every dollar earned. This is
twice as much as in 1915. A total of
TWO ROOSEVELTS
$14,000,000,000 was paid in local,
Briefly reporting a conversation State and federal taxes in 1931.
that lately took place in a Main street I Don’t fool yourself into thinking you
are not paying your share of this
place of business.
“Of course you’re going to vote on vast boodle—you are. If you want
to reduce this burden, write the Na
November eight?” was the question tional Economy League. 50 State
A SPECIAL STAMP
asked.
street, Boston, Mass. You will re
ceive
instructions
regarding
the
way
“Oh, I don't know; maybe so,” was
in which you can help yourself. Former Rockland Girl Sends Us One
Used a Single Day In Delaware
the rejoinder; “who you going to vote Some conditions are wrong, we must
for?”
work to correct them.
New Castle, Del., Oct. 24.
Reduce taxes, keep the U. S. Gov Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“For Hoover, of course,” replied
number one. “Why don’t you vote ernment good by keeping the budget
In commemoration of the landing
balanced. Keep the banks good, | of William Penn on American soil, at
for him?"
keep the insurance companies and
"Oh, I don’t know,” said number other big institutions good. These New Castle. Delaware, 250 years ago,
the Postoffice Department has issued
two. “There’s another feller called institutions have built up the U. S. a special stamp, and to be used today
to
the
greatest
strength
and
pros
Roosevelt. His father made a pretty perity that any nation ever enjoyed. j only, a special cachet, which is a regood president, they say. If the old
Disregarding
political
conse 1production of th e Old Court House,
; still in use, where Penn received the
man was all right why not give his quences, President Hoover has stood turf, twig and water and the key to
a bulwark of strength against radi : the Fort, a symbol of proprietorship.
son a chance?”
cal and destructive legislation. He’s
Eoth stamp and cachet are used on
a patriot! We have too many poli
I the envelope in which this letter is
BORN IN KNOX COUNTY
ticians and too few patriots.
Some years ago the conversation ' inclosed.
The statem ent in another column,
Mrs. Flora Arnold Marsh.
was
“the high cost of living.” This
of the seven living members of a
I An interesting souvenir for which
has dropped 20 to 30 per cent. Why
Hope family whose combined ages not talk about the "low cost of liv this paper is duly grateful.—Ed ]
aggregate 570 years, raises the ques ing?" Compare conditions in Ameri
tion, whether there exists in Maine ca with any and all foreign coun USED A N D REPOSSESSED
tries.
Automobiles, radios, tele
another family able to present so phones, modem farm implements,
RA DIO S
From $10.00 Upwards
striking an illustration of group electric lights, electric house appli
These are Extraordinary Values
longevity and the wisdom of one's ances, a thousand other modern
articles
and
machines
are
owned
and
H
OUSE-SH ERM AN, Inc.
selecting Knox County as a place to
enjoyed in a m atter of fact way by
128-tf
be born in.
1 the majority of Americans. Only

(Dedicated to the Service Clubs of
Rockland)
The woods are calm and eloquent;
Their whispers are mysterious and thril
ling.
But they are not sad,
As they whisper of the past and also
of the future.
Second growth, third growth, young
trees;—
Now they are whispering to me of their
ancestors.
They tell me of the grand old trees who
ruled the land in ancient splendor..
Protecting the mountains, cloaking th e ;
hillsides.
Guarding from flood the tiny villages
nestled at th e foot of the moun- j
tains.
“Where are they gone, your fathers?"
I asked of the trees.
“Wh-ere-Wh-ere-Wh-y-y-Wh-y-y-!"
The whispers swelled to a roar, proud
and strong.
“Our fathers have sailed the oceans.
sheltered the men of the nation. I
warmed them, defended them.
They served. Served, SERVED.
We are young, we are strong; and we.
too, shall serve."
Elizabeth Walker.

Voice on phone—“Is that Mr. Or
lando's second wife?"
“No, I'm his third; you’ve got the
wrong number!"—Everybody's Week
ly (London).

S A V E */4 Y O U R
F U E L B IL L
Hundreds of owners of Glenwood Furnaces throughout Knox
County will testify that a Glenwood Furnace will save one-quarter
the fuel cost for a season's use.
The cost of a Glenwood
Furnace is now lower
than any time during
the past twenty years.
We have every size In
stock. We give you a
price completely In
stalled by expert Glen
wood workmen.
Terms can be arranged
so you can buy and
take the whole year to
pay. It is surprising to
know the low nrice of a
Glenwood
completely
installed.
You can have the single
pipe style or a nine fur
nace that carries heat
to every room in the
house. A Glenwood is
almost a permanent in
vestment as they wear
for many year?.

I

B U R P E E 'S
Rockland. Maine
------------------ 5T tT

301 Main Street

"th at it would be desirable to have
all governmental expenses, national,
state and local reduced by a t least
35 per cent for the next taxable
year."
Meeting in the Governor's Man
sion, members of the Maine D epart
ment discussed governmental ex
penses in some detail, decided to dis
tribute membership cards with the
view of obtaining a membership “of
such size that it would be able to

exert a powerful pressure for econo
my,” and to open an office in Port
land.
The resolution read: “That it is
the sense of this meeting that it
would be desirable to have all gov
ernmental expenses, National, state
and local, reduced by a tje a st 25 per
cent for the next taxable"year and to
this end th a t all interested citizens
of the state be urged to join the na[ tion Economy League.”

T h e th r ifty a n s w e r t o . . M ay I
d r a in t h a t S u m m e r - w o r n o i l ? ”
R i g h t n o w , T e x a c o a t t e n d a n t s a re f o l lo w in g c a r m a n u f a c 
t u r e r s ’ r e c o m m e n d a tio n s a n d r e m in d in g y o u i t ’s t im e t o
d r a in s u m m e r - w o r n o il. T h e y re a liz e e x p e n s iv e r e p a i r w o r k
is t h e i n e v i t a b l e r e s u lt o f c a re le ss, im p r o p e r l u b r ic a tio n .
S o , f o r t h e g o o d o f y o u r c ar, S a y “ Y e s ” w h e n t h e T e x a c o
m a n a s k s t o d r a in s u m m e r - w o r n o il. R e fill w i t h “ C ra c k p r o o f " T e x a c o , th e g o ld e n o il t h a t r e s is ts to p e n g i n e te m 
p e r a t u r e s y e t flo w s f r e e ly a t z e ro . Y o u w ill a d d m ile s o f
c a r e f r e e d r i v in g t o y o u r c a r b y d r a in in g n o w !

TEXACO
CRACK-PROOF M O TO R OIL
t. C. M 'L O O ii & CO
DISTRIBUTORS

E v ery-O th er-D a y
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T H E ROCKLAND PA REN T-TEA CH ER ASSOCIATION
ANNOUNCES

KELLOGG DAY, SATURDAY, OCT. 29
W h e n R e p r e s e n ta tiv e s o f th e A s s o c ia tio n W ill B e a t L ocal G ro ce ry S to re s a n d M a rk ets S e llin g th e K e llo g g P ro d u cts, P r o c e e d s to G o to th e

MILK FUND an d H O T SCHOOL LUNCHEON FUND
T h is A d v e r tis e m e n t is S p o n so r e d on B e h a lf o f th e P . T . A . b y

P E R R Y ’S F O O D L A N D
J. A . J A M E S O N 6 CO.
TALK O F THE TOW N

BJ
Ernest Munro’s friends are welcom
ing him back at the old stand in the
Park street cigar store.

W IL L O W S T R E E T M A R K E T
O. S . D U N C A N
T R E N E E R ’S M A R K E T
G L E N D E N N IN G ’S M A R K E T
EA ST BOOTHBAY

“ W h a t C an W e Believe
A b o u t T h e F u tu re Life?”

IN THE
CHURCHES

A three-act play, "Rival Ghosts,”
was given at the C. U. hall Monday
evening under the direction of Mrs.
Sam Reed, for the benefit of the
church.
I)o all souls exist there? Do they exist in the fam e place?
The Junior Bridge Club met with
A public supper will be served at !
Shail we know each other? What about Heaven and Hell?
Mrs. Emily Blake Wednesday eve
Legion hall tonight from 5 to f , with !
ning. ' Mrs* Harvey Barlow held I
Sermon by REV. J. CHARLES MacDONALD
Mrs Margaret Kelley and Mrs. Ada !
highest honors.
Roberts in charge.
A t the First Baptist Church, Sunday, Oct. 30, at 7.15
Clinton Barlow has returned from
A poem of Mrs. Irene S. Moran’s j
Gloucester, Mass., where he spent
BIG SING
SOLO
CHOIR
the summer.
appears in the Oct. 29 issue of Literary
A GOOD PLACE TO SPEND SUNDAY EVENING
J. Arthur Stevens and Wallace
Digest, taken from “L'AlouettS," the |
Goudy motored to Marblehead,
distinctive poetry magazine.
Mass., this week on business. M rs.!
Goudy accompanied them as far as
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets TuesPortland remaining there to await
day night with circle supper at 6.
' There will be drill practice of the de
their return.
A posse composed of Union and would, lock himself in the house i
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hyson, Mr.
gree staff after lodge work.
which
is
known
as
the
Frazier
place.
J
Barlow motored to Portland last SatHope residents is today beating the
and Mrs. Everett Barlow and Albert
Miss Lucy Leach who has b e e n ,
. .
. , „
located between South Hope and Mt. ;
watching the signs of nature defying wc°d-s m search of Henry Moran, 62,
urday.
Pleasant.
Mrs. Wilbur Brackett of New Har
“Old Man Winter’’ reports that she a former resident of Rockland and
The
sheriff's
department
which
has
bor is visiting her mother Mrs. Laura
has a Dorothy Perkins rose in bloom |
at her home on New County road.
i Thomaston.
Chapman.
been investigating the disappearance,
Mrs. Robert Barlow and son Rob
-------The missing man left home last says th a t Moran is 5 feet 6 'inches
SERMONETTE
ert have returned home after a visit
The .steamship Camden makes her Wednesday forenoon and was last tall, weighs 150, and has gray hair.
with her parents Mr .and Mrs. E. W.
last trip of the season tonight. The
Commander in Chief
WEATHER
Osgood in Bath.
freighter Cornish succeeds her. ar- seen by neighbors pacing up and When he went away he was wearing
From the day Washington re
The drenching rains which for riving here on Tuesday and Friday ; down the road. He had been sickly, a dark coat, gray pantaloons, light
Miss Estelle Dodge is in Brookline,
ceived his commission and took Mass., where she has employment for
nearly the full week have soaked all and sailing for Boston Wednesday j and when his daughters were away
cap,
low,
black
shoes
command,
under
the
historic
elm
New England put their full vigor into and Saturday.
the winter.
I
at Cambridge, of the armed forces
this corner of it—but it was warm
Mrs. George Hodgdon is visiting
of
this
country,
until
he
surren
rain. “OV October’s pert’ nigh gone,”
friends in Pennsylvania.
Among the interesting events of
»J> A meeting of women for special
dered it into the hands of the
says that line of Riley’s poem, and we the Halloween season in Knox j
Preston Barlow is visiting his par
I
prayer will be held in the First BapCongress
a
t
Annapolis,
who
can
THE LEGION BALL
can contentedly say farewell to it, County will be the “Hallow’een "
ents Mr. and Mrs Harvey Barlow
' tist Church upper vestry. Sunday
doubt
that
it
was,
apart
from
the
having its overplus of water in recol FroliC” a t "Ye Greene Arbour" in
Clayton Weston has returned home
evening at 6 o’clock. All praying
will of our people, a divine com after being during the summer stew
The annual Armistice Night
lection. But in th e middle of last Union Monday evening, with a
women of the city are invited to be
mission?
It
was
not
easy,
after
Ball of Winslow-Ilolbrook Post,
night that vigorous northwest wind Colonial supper.
present.
his superlative greatness, for the ard on a yacht
| American Legion, will be held in
took the stage, "breshed dew clouds
Mrs Lizzie Seavey who was con
new nation to choose another
away,” thermometers dropped far
The sewing circle of the American | the new dance panlion on TillThe officers of Winslow-Holbrook
fined to her bed for a short time is
leader:
but
who
can
doubt
God's
down the glass and frost and incipient Legion Auxiliary meets Monday aft- * son avenue, which is now under
Post, A.L., Auxiliary will be installed
now able to be around again
hand in th a t choice also.
the
ice manifested themselves under the Jernoon. At the meeting of last Mon. . . care ...of. expert
- ,, deeorators.
, .
s Tuesday night at Union. Members
Robert Barlow was a t home last
Three thousand years before
Music will be. provided by the | desiring transportation are to meet
brilliaitt morning sun. At 8 o’clock day evening of the Auxiliary Mrs. Ella
I week
Washington
was
born,
there
was
famous
New
I
ork
drive,
A
1
Jahns
j
at
Lefion
hall
at
7
oclock
in
_
the temperature has modified to 40 Hyland, retiring- president, was preMrs Charles Hyson has been called
a similar crisis. A majestic figure,
and his Aristocrats, a 10-piece - stanation will be joint with Union,
and it looks like another good day for j sented with a purse of money,
one of the world’s greatest, had to South Portland owing to illness of
dance band. The new ball room | Thomaston and Camden.
shopping. Caribou reports yesterday
_____
*
for forty years led the children of her mother
will be a revelation of beauty and |
_____
two inches of snow, but that is away
Harold Horrocks, sales manager,
Israel.
God
told
him
to
ascend
smoothness
with
what
Man
up north, where winter earliest as and Fred Jordan. Donald Cummings.
|
Nine members of Class 5 of the
Suitor — "Er — 1—er — am seeking
Mount Nebo, view the promised
ager Pat Hanlon confidently ex  * Universalist Church, Frederick Palmer
serts itself.
your daughter’s hand—er—have you
Charles Hammon and Richard Bird,
land and die. Just how great he
pects to be the best dance sur I teacher, hiked Wednesday to Dodge’s
of the sales staff of John Bird Co.,
was is shown by the statement any objection, sir?”
face in Maine. Winslow-Ilolbrook j j Mountain where a weinie roast was
The Sunshine Society will meet , are attending a conference of the
Father—“None at all. Take the
that “not since in Israel has there
Post
is
making
elaborate
plans
* ' enjoyed. Present were Dudley Harvey,
Monday afternoon.
Nation Wide stores in Boston.
arisen such a prophet as Moses one that's always in my pocket.”—
to have this the biggest Armis ! Robert Fogarty, Douglas Cooper,
Humorist.
God knew, face to face."
tice Dance of the fine series.
j Jas. Wentworth, Arnold Allen, Joseph whom
Capt. Frank L. Green has gone to
Dr. R. W. Bickford returns today
And
now,
God
commissioned
his
J, Lamb. Charles Weed, George Staples
Grandma—“Would you like to go
Detroit where he has employment.
from the convention of the New j
successor as commander in chief,
* and Charles Huntley, accompanied by
England Dental Society which was
saying, "There shall not be any to the fair and ride on the rounda
Carl Olsen, of 19 Myrtle street, ar- Mr. Palmer Those unable to attend
man able to stand before thee bout?"
There will be work on the first de i held in Boston. . While
-v atj the conven. , it rested Thursday morning after he were greatly missed.
Modern Child—“I don't mind if it |
all the days of thy life." “Have
gree at Knox Lodge Monday night. t.on he took a three days special jlad allegedly sold three gallons of
I not commanded thee? be not will amuse you.”
course in full and partial denture alcohol
Federal liquor agents was
Announcement th a t Thomaston is
afraid, neither be thou dismayed;
held nnder baii of jj qoo when he planning a Choral Society has found
The Country Club is to hold its construction.
for the Lord thy God is^vith thee or a different moral standard." The I
annual election of officers Tuesday
was arraigned before U. S. Commis- many interested readers. Singers are
whithersoever thou goest."
evening, Nov. 8.
Lieut. Jack Williamsons' O rchestra,! sioner Richard K. Gould in Portland invited to be at the meeting of Mon
pastor’s theme at 7.15 will be “The 1
Accepting
this
commission sympathetic Christ" with singing by j
which is heard with so much pleas- Thursday afternoon. Olsen was ar- day evening at 7.15 a t the Thomaston
Joshua
with
his
armed
forces
and
The regular meeting of Canton I ure by radio fans who tune in on , resled early this month for pos High School building, in the assembly
a chorus choir assisted by the or
.. and.............
... .be .held
. . WNTAr
w ill
-iv o
p n n n n rt
a t
t i i o I --------- ; ____
u-_____
mighty men of valor, full rationed
sessing alcohol, i________
hence will face
two room, when plans will be laid for or
. Iafayette
Auxiliary will
^ AC;- wil1
£n've,
aa c°ncert
tbe
chestra. Prayer meeting is held at j
crossed the river and commenced 7.15 Tuesday.
Wednesday night at Odd Fellows hall.
afternoon from charges when a t the December term ganization, etc. An invitation is ex
the siege of Jericho.
_____
j 1.30 to 3.30. The orchestra is open of the United States District Court. tended to singers from Rockland,
William A. Holman.
The Pentecostal Mission will con
Thomaston, Camden, Warren, Rock
For the firs-t time in 140 years, to Maine engagements.
tinue meetings at 3 James street over ]
All roads Wednesday will lead to port and any of the other neighbor
none of the Ricker's hotels will be
-r
Rev. W alter 3. Rounds will con- j this Saturday night and Sunday,
the Universalist vestry where the towms who would be interested in
open for the winter. The Mansion
Another carload of flour se
House at Poland- Spring closed Wed
; annual fair of the church will take work of this kind. Much of the suc- duct the service at Ingraham Hill I Everybody welcome.
cured through the agency of the
• • • •
nesday until spring1:
. place. The doors opening a t 2 cess will depend on the turnout for chapel Sunday at 2.30 p. m. All are
Red Cross, Rev. G. II. Welch
The concluding sermon in the series
o'clock will reveal a scene reflecting Monday's meeting. This vicinity has invited to attend the service.
president, arrived this morning.
on “Reality" will be given at the First
• • • •
C. F. Ames, superintendent of the
the bi-centennial spirit in the deco had no permanent choral organizaIt will be unloaded Monday and
Western
Union Telegraph
Co.,
rations of red, white and blue. tion for many years and the need of
At s t Georges Church (Episcopal), Baptist Church Sunday morning. The
stored in some suitable place, to
Boston, was a guest of C. O. Flint,
, Martha and George Washington will one is felt many times. The endeavor tomorrow church school is to be at choir will sing “The King of Love My
be given out as necessary. The
Franklin street, and F. L. Clark,
be presiding over a Mt. Vernon rep merits support.
\ 2 o'clock and evensong and sermon Shepherd Is,” Bullard, and “Savior!
American Legion is co-operating
Thy Dying Love," Thompson. Church j
Ocean street, Thursday.
lica for "grabs." Many useful and
-------at 3 p. m. Every one is welcome.
in the distribution, and dctaiLs
school will meet at the noon hour and
attractive articles, as well as cooked
Despite the stormy weather Thurs- 1
« » » «
may be obtained from the Le
Errpld Trainer and Harry Mealey
; food, preserves, etc., will be offered day the meeting of the Past Matrons'
special weekend meetings a t the the Endeavorers at 6 o’clock, with
gion chairman, Levi Flint. An
have leased the Frank Allen pool
ITor sale, and supper a la carte will and Past Patrons’ Association of salvation Army "Try Religion" cam- Emily MacDonald as the leader. The
other carload is due to arrive
room and sandwich shop and arc
I be served from 5 to 7. A few small District 11 had an attendance of 80 paign: Sunday school at 10 a. m.; people’s evening service will open at
here Dec. 1st, for a similar pur
already ‘ in possession. This ener
tables will be set aside for reserva or more members, who partook of the j holiness meeting at 11; Young Peo 7.15 when the choir will sing "On Life’s |
pose.
getic pair have a complete renova
tions which may be arranged a t a excellent banquet prepared by Golden ple's meeting a t 6.30, and salvation Highway,” Bertrand-Brown, and i
tion of the plant already in progress
“Sundown," Wilson, will be sung toy
small sum by calling Mrs. Lillian Rod Chapter, O.E.S., with Mrs. Vivian I meeting at 8.
including repairs to the pool tables
Lilian Joyce.
Mr. MacDonald will j
T he Speech Readers Club, despite : McRae, telephone 453-M. before Hewett as chairman. At the busi. . . .
and rearrangement of the luncheon the inclement weather, was well at- ! Wednesday.
?C
^ , l eSA°nJ hT ^ fflCeJ SWerent m^ :
At the Congregational Church to- give his last sermon in the series on I
hat Can We Believe?" His sub- |
section.
tended, and had a profitable meeting ,
------w X a S f L c H Ca^ n- Pre®ldeRnt: morrow morning Mr. Rounds will "W
ject will be “What Can We Believe
Thursday afternoon. The lesson was
The winter schedule of the Vinalon the subject, “Back of the
As the result of an examination conducted by Mrs. Charles McKin- , haven & Rockiand steam boat Co. : vice president; Miss Edith Lenfeet of ; Pleach
scenra."’"* Church“''schooT“ meets “at About the Future Life?" The prayer j
conducted by R. E. Phelps of the Fed- ' ney and the story was presented by I goes into effect Monday with sail Thomaston, -secretary;
Mrs.
Carrie
.
.
.
.
~
.nQon
The Comrades of the Way service will be held Tuesday evening j
eral Radio Commission, at the Rock- | Mrs. A D. Bird. There was one
S
land at 1.30 for Vi- Smith of Warren, treasurer. Me
at 7.15.
at 6.30 o’clock.
• • • •
land Custom House, first class amateur visitor. Miss Mary Smith of North- nalhaven, North Haven, Stonington morial services for the deceased mem will meet in the* vestry
*• *
licenses were granted to CarlThomp- 1ampton, Mass. The sewing group. and Swan’s Island, arriving at Swan's bers (1931-32) were conducted by S ea
Services for the week at the Little
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
son, Frank Winchenbach, Mervyn engaged in work for the Thrift Shop,
Steamer side Chapter of Camden and Harbor versalist Church at the 10.45 service field Memorial Church: Sunday at 10
Flanders, Charles Gould, Ernest Adel meets this afternoon with Mrs. Flora Island about- 6 o'clock.
Light of Rockport. It was voted to will have as the topic of his sermon o’clock, short prayer service; morn
leaves
Swan's
Island
at
5.30
a.
m...
man, Wallace Kent, Kenneth V. Lovejoy, Talbot avenue.
due in Rockland about 9.30. Tire hold the annual meeting-next year at „The Yardstick.” The quartet will ing worship at 10.30, the pastor
White, Bernard Kaler, Wallace
North Haven will be hauled off Mon Tenant s Harbor, with Naomi Chapter , sing as an a n them "He Sends the preaching from the subject “Shying
Spaulding, Osborn Ripley, Roscoe L.
The first in a series of dramatic day and go to Snow's for her fall as hosts. Miss Dorothy Harvey de- i springs,” Protheroe, and Chester' and Doing.” Norman Crockett and
McKinney and Herbert Staples.
Frank Gregory will sing a duet.
criticisms to be presented by Maud overhauling and reconditioning pre
r® in
reading of . wyllie, tenor, will offer a solo. Church
Andrews Lincoln of Augusta and j paratory to the hard grind of winter The Lady of ShaJott" by Tennyson. 1school and Knickerbocker Class will Junior church convenes at 10.30 led
Bill Geegan, sports editor of the sponsored by the Methebesec Club
by Miss Olive Bragg; Sunday school
and musical readings “Songs My
Bangor Commercial, sat a t the ring will take place Tuesday afternoon at I service. When this work is completed Mother Used To Sing" and "Home” meet at noon. • • ,• ■
at 11.45 with a place for everybody,
she
will
resume
the
fall
run
and
the
I
side at Wednesday night’s sparring 2.30 sharp in the Universalist vestry. veteran steam er Vinalhaven will be- wiUl Airs. Alta Dimick at the piano,
and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 led by Miss
At First Church of Christ, Scien Elizabeth Gray. Evangelistic service
exhibition in this city. He says (in Mrs. Lincoln has chosen for her first
tist,
corner
of
Cedar
and
Brewster
come
a
landlubber
for
the
whole
win
brief): Connie Holmes slammed his reading “Another Language" by
will be held at 7.15 with preaching by
Maine’s fifth annual safety con
way to a sizzling draw with the classy Rose Franklin, a notable Broadway ter, with her home address Snow Ma ference will be held a t the State streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 the pastor and a duef by Miss Olive
and
the
subject
of
the
lesson
ser
rine
Railway
and stiff punching Bud Fisher; success. Those who heard this tal
House next Wednesday, and among mon tomorrow will be “Everlasting Bragg and Mrs. Evelyn Hart. Tues
Shadow’ Janette stepped out a furi ented reader last year know what a
those scheduled for an address is Punishment.” Sunday School is at day at 7.30 comes the weekly prayer
MR.
CURTIS
RESIGNS
ous draw with A1 Wilson; Flash Wise treat is in store. The series was
Carl H. Sonntag, general manager 11.45. Wednesday evening testimony meeting and Friday a t 7 teachers’
earned a close decision in four fast made possible through subscription,
of the Lawrence Portland plant at meeting is a t 7.30. The reading training class and Bible study.
rounds with Young Dow; Young the list still open for the first meet
A Philadelphia despatch of yester Thomaston who will speak a t 2.45 room is located at 400 Main street,
Hooper smashed out a decision over ing. While single admissions may day stated th a t at the regular p. m. on “Management's Essential
DIED
Eddie Rand; and Jack Gallant tcok be had, it is possible to hear the meeting of the board of directors of Part." In the notice sent out by and is open week days from 2 until MALONEY—At Cushing. Oct 25. Edith
5
p.
m.
L. Maloney, aged 18 years. 11 months.
a win over Frank Larrabee.
scries at a much lower figure by sub the Curtis Publishing Co.. Cyrus H. Walter J. Brennan, safety engineer,
« • • »
3 days.
scribing for the course.
appears
this
statem
ent:
“Nine
out
K.
Curtis
resigned
as
president,
and
DAVIS—At
East Union, Oct. 27, Ann R .
At
St.
P
eter’s
Church
(Episcopal)
•the second day’s program of the
widow of Alphonso P. Davis, aged 78
was elected chairman of the board of I of ten injuries result from “m an- Rev E O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
years.
6
months.
20 days. Funeral Sun
Chautauqua Festival coming to Rock
The Rockland W.C.T.U. will hold directors.
| failure” rather than from unguard- ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
day at 1.30.
land Nov. 8-10 will offer “In the Land an all-day institute Thursday at the
Mr. Curtis at 82 years of age [ ed machines. Safety education is for the 23d Sunday after Trinity; LINCOLN—At Warren. Oct. 27. John
of the Giants." Ethel Hanley’s three- First Baptist Church. Sessions will wished to be relieved of the cares and the crying need of Maine’s industrial
Lincoln, aged 57 years. 6 months. 10
act Marionette show. Miniature pup begin a t 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. with duties of active management it was ' personnel—and we are offering a Holy Communion at 7.30; church
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
from the H. D. Sawyer parlors ln
pet actors will “strut their stuff" on a box luncheon at noon. Tea and cof- I stated and believed that the younger ! galaxy of experts to instruct your school at 9.30; Matins and sermon at
10.30; vespers a t 7.30. Tuesday is All
Thomaston.
specially constructed miniature stage. fee will be served. An interestings ]I generation should assume these.
| delegation. Ten Maine mills com- Saints Day: Holy Communion at 7 30;
While this show, to be given in the and varied program is being ar
CARD OF TH A N K S
In accordance with his expressed pleted a year without a single lost vespers at 7.30 p. m. Wednesday is
afternoon, is designed primarily for ranged, presenting departments of wishes George H. Lorimer, the editor time accident. One mill cut its days
wish to express our sincere thanks
Ail Souls Day: Holy Communion at to Wc
neighbors
and friends, and especially
children, it is certain to delight adults. Christian citizenship, scientific tern-,
lost due to injuries over 12,000 in 7.30 and vespers at 7.30 p. m.
to Langtry Smith, for their many kind
The attraction for the evening will be perance instruction evangelistic and
two
years’
effort.
Another
Mains
nesses
during
our recent bereavement,
S ± 1
2
w
S
the play “Smilin’ Thru,” a play of modal contest. The countv presifor the beautiful floral offerings.
mill has not had a lost-time acci- | Pastor H. H. Marr will preach at and
i
dent,
Miss
Alena
Young,
will
conduct
eleSted
president
and
W
alter
D.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William Bray and son.
heart throbs, smiles and tears. The
dent for seven and one-half years. the 103() service tomorrow morning
Vinalhaven.
♦
Chautauqua should find eager re- an open forum, and Mrs. Brewster, Fullcr- flrst vlce president.
Seven National Safety Trophies came at Pratt Memorial m .
sponse in the community as the ac- county treasurer, will speak on the
to Malne this year Not many years “ubjcct ..T bp
‘ f «De^ , h® The
CARD OF THANKS
tivity is sponsored by the Parent- | budget plan. 10 is expected that
Universalist Fair, Wednesday. Nov.
these milis paid terrific accident' v e S d J r und-r dhectioJ^of M «
We wish to express our sincere appre
Teacher Association, and the proceeds ’ Mrs Althea G. Quimby. State presi- 2. Martha and George Washington penalties;.
nl.iterriI
sinv Runriav ciation for the beautiful floral tributes
and many other kindnesses extended us
.............
’
’
dent,
will
be
present
at
both
sessions
will
be
there
as
hosts
at
Mt.
Vernon.
p
--Marianne
Bullard
wdl
sing.
Sunday
will be turned into the sum designed
during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Emma Knowlton and family. Mr
to provide milk and other necessities and lend valuable assistance in mak- If you buy a grab. Miss Gladys I Heated dead storage $3 50 per school meets a t noon and Epworth
ing
the
program
helpful
and
inspirBlethen
will
tell
you
all
about
it.—
,
month.
New
low
rates.
Fireproof
'
League
a
t
6
will
be
led
by
Miss
Caro
and Mrs. Benjamin Knowlton and
to the needy children of the public
"The same family.
•
ing
The
public
is
invited.
«lv.
1
Garage.
126-130
line
McAllister,
subject,
schools this winter.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 28-30—State Christian Endeavor
convention at Skowhegan.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
. Oct. 31—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Louise Duff. Summer street.
Nov. 1—Simonton—Farm Bureau Dis
trict Meeting at Community hall.
Nov. 2—Universalist Fair.
Nov. 2—Farm Bureau organization
meeting w ith Mrs. J. S. Gardner, West
Meadow road.
Nov. 3—Warren—“The Old Peabody
Pew," presented ln connection with Con
gregational fair.
JJov. 3—Camden—District 9. State Fed
eration of Women's Clubs, meets at
Meguntlcook Grange hall.
Nov. 4—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Alice Karl, Granite street.
_________
Nov. 4-6—Lincoln Baptist
Association
quarteriy 'm eeting "and 'missionary conference at First Baptist Church.
Nov. 5—Annual get-together of KnoxLincoln 4-H Clubs at Temple hall.
N o v . 8- Election Day.
Nov. 8-10—United Chautauqua Festi
val,. auspices Parent-Teacher Associa
tion.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—Rubinstein Club meets, sub
ject. “The Music of Italy."
Nov 18-19 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Grange Fair.
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.

The Sleeper Bible Class will meet
with Mrs. Gertrude Wooster, Limerock, street Monday afternoon.

SEARCH FO R HENRY M O RAN

Striking Values
For The Week-End
A nd A ll Next Week
A ccord ing to our R egular P o licy W e S h ow
T hese Splendid S p ecials as R egular W eek ly
O fferings at D ecidedly L ow er Prices.
NINE-PIECE DINING SUITE,

$ 7 9 .5 0

This is a truly rrmarkabc value—a 9-Piece Suite American Walnut
or Mahogany ehoiee .‘ eleeted woods. Table, Buffet, China Closet
and Six Chairs with upholstery in Silk Tapestry. Only

$ 7 9 .5 0
LOOK AT TH IS G R A N D VALUE!

THREE-PIECE W ALNUT SUITE, $ 4 9 .7 5

Such outstanding values as these are few and far between. A really
beautiful suite in choicest Walnuts. A Red, Full Hollywood Vanity
and Dressing Table. Three pieces.

$ 4 9 .7 5
CIRCULATORS

CA RD TABLE

Think of a rard table that is a
card tabic. One you may view
with pride—sturdy, handsome,
Useful—for—

59c
We present a Complete Line of

Cirrulaljng Heaters — Atlantic,
Household and the famous Allen
at Substantially Lower Prices.
Ask us. Liberal allowance for
your old stove.

FERNERIES
Dandies at—

$1.49

And Once More

A 9 x 1 2 C ongoleum

FREE

With every Range—Atlantic or
Household at the spectacular
low price of only

All you want of 'em

$59.50

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
T elephone 980
313-325 Main S treet,

Rockland, Me.
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Mrs. Eva Sayward and Mrs. Maud '
Pleads Las. Link O n 101 — D uck Fly-By-N ight M anufacturers
“
“
i St. G eorge Couple H ave a Bolster were overnight guests of Mr. '
A
Correspondent
M emorable A u tu m n T rip and Mrs. Hamlin Bowes in Rockland
H a v f Flooded the M arket it was by news of the tragic death of
Trap Bridge Problem s—
A gainst Custom of T o rtu r
4
IO
Tuesday.
9
r,
| Milton Knowlton in an automobile
8
3
7
5
2
b
1
Into Canada
Rem oving Snow
Miss Ida Robbins has picked and
ing F u r Bearing A nim als
Everyw here
accident here last Saturday night
)
sold several quarts of raspberries
Mr Knowlton was held in very high
11
II
13
14
(From "Maine Highways”)
A little more than two years ago, [ t.steem jn this place and the most Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
from her bushes during the last two
We have Just returned from a trip weeks.
Another "last link” on a direct toe bargain craze started in this heartfelt sympathy is extended to his
The movement to legally humanize
Mrs. Ellen Shibles of Rockport is
17
trapping customs is malting progress route was completed the first of this country. Slowly at first, and then bereaved family. The large attenri- to Aroostook County. To say it was
IB
lb
15
month when maintenance crews fin- j
ever increasing force, it swept I ance
the numerous and beautiful
the home of the Ware sisters for
in
many
sections.
Resolutions ished the surface work on Route 101. nearly everyone before it, and fioral tributes from South Thomas- wonderful would be putting it mildly. at
the winter.
favoring a bill opposed to torturing in West Washington.
20
19
j manufacturers, . retailers and con- ton friends a t the funeral services The foliage at this time is simply mar
Mrs. Cora Mank is visiting her sis
This road which leads from Au- iJ sumers
its —
lure.
In- the
traps were adopted in 1931 in Flori
. fell
--- to
- —
- —
— -be
- | held in Rockland Tuesday afternoon velous. Looking away off across the ter Mrs. David Wade in Waterville.
___ ______
-........
___
and on
the- _high hills and
Mrs._____,
Gladys__________
Mank and , ____=
young son
23
da by the Audubon Society, the gusta to Rockland, passes through j ginning many real bargains were spoke eloquently of the place he had valleys
2425 2 b
2i
22
State Chamber of Commerce and the numerous small villages, as well as offered—merchandise that had to be inade in the hearts of the people dur- mountains the trees are” of so many ! Richard spent last week at her former
many lakes and through a beauti- sold irrespective of cost of manufac- ing
(ew years of his residence i different colors it could be compared j home in Camden.
Izaak Walton League. The Florida by
12 9
zb
ful wooded country making ’t in u re -b u t it must be quite evident here
f
U1 shawls spread
Mrs. F. C. Flint of Rockland and
27
State Federation of Women's Clubs every sense, a real scenic drive, that such distress merchandise could
Mitchell rrtnmpd Run- over the landscape. I think the foil- Mr. and......................
Mrs.
W.
J.
Bryant
of
this
Iday "mornffig from P o X d w ^ re
has pronounced itself in favor of With improvements already added. , not continue indefinitely.
age was the handsomest this year J place, with Earl Sayward at the
humane trapping and the Jackson on both the Augusta and Rockland
Manufacturers sprang into exist she has been with her parents Mr that we have ever seen.
wheel, motored Sunday to Walnut
ville Humane Society has made its ends, Route 101 should prove a very ence who had never been heard of
We left Here Wednesday morning. Hill to visit their brother Oliver Bryinfluence felt. Thomas Edison ap popular thoroughfare. It completes before, goods appeared on the store and Mrs. J. A. Lester, while her little
3 0 31
34
33
35 3b
3X
proved the passage of a law to re- a project of several years duration counters without trade names, prices son Jackie was receiving medical Oct. 5. by auto, and arrived in Fort ant who had a very serious ill turn
duce the cruelty associated with the and answers the appeal of a large were temptingly low—but they were attention made necessary by a recent Fairfield at 'the home of Mrs. Allen's I Oct. 18. W. J. Bryant remained at
brother. Dr. Herbert F. Kalloch, about his brother's home to assist in caring
tonsil’operation.
fur industry and many prominent number of citizens.
40
39
38
37
bargains no more. The bargain had
Miss Louise Butler was recently 5 o'clock that afternoon—a most de- for him. the others returning Sunday
men and women throughout the
Work on the road was started as had its big day, and many people are
country are devoting themselves to an alternate to the Waldoboro route, wiser and sorrier because they fell- a guest of her cousins Mr. and Mrs lightful trip. We always feel at home I night. Mr. Bryant's right side is
42
41
Willis Snow a t Rockland Highlands, in Fort Fairfield, as one meets so affected. Friends in this section exthis cause. Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen which was quite generally used un- , victim to the "bargain craze."
many nice people who are always j tend their sympathy.
while
her
brother
Gilford
Butler
lends her support.
til the new construction neared comThere has been a sweeping
very cordial to strangers.
1 Rev. C. P. Langher who has been
Those unfamiliar with the opera pletion.
47
48
4b
45
43 44
change in the prevailing attitude to- made a business trip to Lewiston.
Aroostook County's principal busi- conducting revival meetings in North
tion of the common
steel-trap
may
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow came
.
, The two routes are approximately wards bargains in the last few
ness
is
raising
potatoes.
They
were
Waldoboro
during
October
will
from
Portland
Sunday
morning
called
possfbly conceive some notion of the the
length lhe Waldoboro months, and consumers are once
5°
52
49
5»
anguish endured bj an animal held road bejng about 45 miles and the again the careful shoppers they were by the death of Milton Knowlton. 30 cents a barrel when we arrived preach at the Church of the Nazarene
prisoner
by
a
crushed
leg
if
they
. . . .highway
.
• - 43
— before this craze swept the country
x
On tnelr
their return
were 1accom- there but had doubled in price when l in this town next Sunday a t 11 a. m
prisoner uy a crusneu
recently completed
about
-011
return they wtre
we left to come home. We made quite Everybody invited.
recall their own suffenng in simply fflUes '
Products that are consistently ad- ,panied by Mrs' GeorP a Snow
54
55
53
jamming a finger. The pole-trap
. . . ve-tised in this newsniner can be re
Mrs Oscar Bassick who has been a few auto trips into the different | William Bassett died suddenly Oct.
suspends its victim by his mutilated
Duck Jra p Bridgp
lie‘d upon ag offering^ ^ d value for ^ ‘^ 8 « ^ ve« in .Philadelphia for towns, among them Presque Isle, | 24 at his home in Union. Private
limb and some forms of snare ,
, ..
.
, , „ ..
,
,
Caribou. Limestone, Grand Falls, etc. funeral services were held Wednesitrana-le bv decrees
I Some dozen years ago. or more, a the price asked. National manufa<u several weeks has returned home.
H0RI701.1'AL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Our best trip was the one which ' day
Mr.
and
"Mrs.
Maynard
Dean,
son
Devices are already on the market bridge was constructed in Lincoln- turers who specialize in their own ... ........... ......... ..........................
42-A rodent
10-Sainte (abbr.)
1-Vim
. took us up the St Lawrence River as
At the Stone School in North Union
Lawrence,
and
Stanley
Snow,
all
cf
which capture without the usual ville-the Duck Trap River bridge, particular lines invariably offer the Portland were visitors in town over tor as Riviere Gu Loup. Quebec. Our Miss Margaret McKnight conducts a
4-A venerated person 43-A kind of terrapin 16-Half a score
horror and others will appear as the It was of concrete and stone masonry finest vahie a t the lowest price pos- last weekend.
8-Farm animal
[46—A government
18-Ocean
party of four comprised Dr. Herbert | s unday school at 8.30 Sunday mom21- Rock that splits
grant
demand necessitates. Some of the and when, in 1932. the State High- able, and a typical example of this
11- Epoch
Ivan’s Band, recently reorganized F- Kalloch, Miss Feme Achorn, and j (ngs and
js wej[ attended.
Next
22- Father (short)
49- Even (Poet.)
humane traps are the inventions of ' way Commission decided to improve I is containedI in the present advertise- has elected Allard Pierce as manager •'^r and Mrs. Elmer Allen Our first Sunday at the same hour Rev. R. H
12- Close by
23- Boxes
50- Very
trappers disgusted with old methods Route One. through that section, the ments of the Salada Tea Company
13- Conjunction
stop* after leaving Fort Fairfield was xjdy)e Of union will preach. A corO
____ _______ _______
...le v ,
n n i m n n r i n c r a ci lh ct.a n ft a 1 r o r f i in t i n n m
24- The ridge of a wavs
51- Ahead
14- A drunkard
*
,,
._ "our Fu'ls. j diaI invitation is extended to all to
52- Prefix. Not
[25-Depart
15- Fondle
Canadian attend this service.
26-Breaks suddenly
17-Light, gauzy fabric 53- Scold
Canadian j
...»
approach
54- Dogma
31- lnto
19- A beverage
bullriinir wdth"'nri7e« "Tivon"" m thT officers had inspected, etc., we started
32- Cord
- , '
I tics was necessitated to conform to
Dunaing. witn prizes gnen to the on our wav n(>r. b ovcr «ne Wide gravel
Bethel Lodge Installation
55- To make lace
20- A payment for
G R O SS NECK
gas engine.
funniest
dressed
persons,
and
to
winon
our
way
norm
over
uuc.
wiue
iiravn
,
.
„
,
„
_
33- Restrain
|
services
A law was enacted in Massachu I the road elevation.
VERTICAL
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Hoffses and [ ners in various games Admission !oads- One cou!d not he!p notic!nB I The following officers of Bethel
34- Wandering
21- Wastes
.i— real
— i old
~,j fashioned houses and i Rebekah i^odge were ably installed
setts in 1930 forbidding use of de- i as a resun, pians w ere uraw n m d a u g h te r of
Cove were guests 0Ver P vears 10 rents ’ Home made• i the
1- Writing implement 35- Dormant
I
s z s a - s n s s
~
»• —
w
r e
24-Makes a noise
Oct. 17 by D. D. President Mrs. Amy
36- Pronoun
2- Before
27- Youth
strictly
farming
country,
with
now
[
Esancy
and
her
staff
of
grand
offifor benefit of dental clinics.
3- Stuck together
[38-Final
28- Steeple
alive unhurt. An exception was bridge is to remain practically intact.
Mr
Waltz
and then a saw mill. The farms j Cers of Golden Rod Lodge, Appleton:
40-Consume
29- Measure of weight 4- Dishes of fruit
made in the case of traps set within When the work now in progress cently Rockland visitors.
seemed to be under good cultivation Noble grand. Dorothy Howard; vice
43- Japanese coin
served with a
30It
is
(contr.)
50 yards of a building or cultivated | there is completed, by the end of this
N
O
R
T
H
H
A
V
EN
and
all
enclosed
with
old
fashioned
|
grand,
Winona
Messer;
recording
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
44- Grassy meadow
dressing
33-Ascended
land South Carolina and Georgia year, the Duck Trap River bridge Thomaston spent last Sunday with .Tuesday the teachers of our schools rad fences, built in a zigzag way with secretary, Clemmie Robbins; finan45- Fish eggs
5- Consumed
35-Part of the mouth
preceded the Bay State in gaining , will have a new deck, however, sup- her parents Mr. and Mrs. Melvin left on the Westport for the conven no posts used in their construction. JCjai secretary, Linda Davis; treas46- American poet
6Used
in
negation
37-Penetrates
legislation to restrict use of the ported on concrete columns, with the Genthner.
tion in Bangor, the trip from Rock- The ends of the rails were fastened urer> i da Bessey; chaplain,’ Bertha
| 7-Dally
[47-Noah (Sw.)
39-Gives
pleasure
to
steel-trap. Would the people of Jretaining walls extended to take care
Mrs. Harvey Simmons and Miss land being made in the Stone car together with common haywire This Howes; Constance McPhail, past
48-High explosivs
8-Approve
41-Royal Naval
Maine tolerate the barbarous prac- of the greater depth of fill.
tices connected with the procuring ofI The work is being done by State
Simmons were in Bath driven by Parker Jr. by way of Wa- made a very substantial fence, and , grand;’ warden. Emma Robbins; conI
(abbr.)
, 9-A French coin
Reserve
(abbr.)
terville. One of the events of the r.o posts to rot off. Not a stonewall ductor Frances I ucas- outside euard
the weekend
their fur adornments if they real- forces under the supervision of H. A. over
Mrs. William Gross visited Mrs convention was the concert by Roland did we see on our trip until we got Wilson Merriam; inside guard. Ada
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
---- ---------j ——
------singer
,----back intQ Mjdng
Ized their nature and extent?
■Brawn.
. . .
Linwood Castner at Medomak Sun- ”Hayes,
the wonder
Negro
Merriam; right supporter of N. G .
Any who wish to assist the cam• » •
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AB 1 DE
Miss Blanche Cubing and her
The French language is spoken Nina puller; left supporter of N. G
day
paign to prevent cruelty in the trapFor Snow Removal
Miss Addie Geele is in Damari- 1brother Mr. Ruggles left Tuesday for I through this country and sometimes I
Alden ""'righT supporter of V
B E F ORE
R E T O R T
Marianne Gilchrest is home from
ping business may very likely secure : Snow remOval petition forms are j £COtta caring for Mrs. Haggett.
Rockland enroute for Florida
it was hard to make them under- ' Q Addie Mitchell- left supporter of
O N
R A
° 1 A« 1 E s
suggestions from the Anti-Steel- bemg mailed this month to all muAlfred Waltz has been ill and Dr
A baby clinic conducted by Dr stand what we said. They raise lots v " G
gadie Lenfest' musician Bucksport for a week.
T
A
C
B R E s T
MAR
A good time was enjoyed at the
Trap League. Washington, D_ C. or nicipai officers in the State, by the John Nicholson of Waldoboro has Woodman assisted by Miss Suther- of cattle, sheep and hogs. We saw Marcia' Robbins Several were in atS E RF
S E El p 1 N T
from one of its branches.
E. M. sState Highway Commission, in view been in attendance.
I land, a State health nurse, was held : a 8reat many on each farm. We were tendance from Golden Rod Lodge A Grange last week. There was a grab
V R A 1 N
N D AN D S
bag for the children at the close cf
— . »,
I of the Pr°8ram of iay'hg out winter
Mrs Henry Sideiinger and daugh- ' in the church rooms Wednesday aft- i
8°ing on toward Notre Dame du [ {i
Drosram wa. rendered
the meeting, and coffee, doughnuts,
A LIVELY M EETIN G
Iroutes.
, ter Madeline of Damariscotta spent ernoon.
Lac. which we reached a little after nne Drogranl
rendered.
P R o S r R AT E
cake and pie were on sale.
____
Attention is especially called to the Sundav with Mrs. Annie Creamer
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beverage. I dark- w e stayed at the Temlsconta
R 1 P E R
E
DE R MA
. - - -k . i— ----- i— » k _ ™
.i- . — j . . . . . . j ..
...
Mrs. Elizabeth Mank
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Polky are re
klesFnrn W ill Be fact aithat
the law requires these pe- Mr and Mrs. Byron Miles and two _Elston, Virginia and John left Wed-• iI —
Hot€l and looked the village over in
O N E S
C R s
R A 1 N
iv io to rie s s isic s
jtibons to be returned and filed by
of West Waldoboro were at j nesday morning for a visit with Mrs the evening. From St. Agatha to this ( Elizabeth (Merry) Mank. wife ot ceiving congratulations on the birth
P
A
P
o
E
T
S
R
L L D
of
a
son.
H eard In Legislature T his November 1.
Dewey Winchenbach's Sunday.
Beverage's brother in Bangor. They place we crossed railroad tracks 28 ’ Albert E. Mank, died Oct. 16. a t the
l: R
The forms sent out are in specific
P R O Do c E
L E
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Hilt and family
Miss Leatha Orcutt of Nobleboro p;anned also on making a trip to i times.
home of her daughter Mrs. Fred A.
W in ter
colors, blue, pink and white. The visited Mrs. Alden Waltz Saturday.
S C H
o L- N A P L E S
Orono and the University of Maine
Sunday morning we left Notre Dame poster in Tenant's Harbor. Mrs. and Alex Hawthorn motored Sunday
------blue blank is to be used when several
-----------------where their son Gerald is a member i about 9 o’clock for Riviere Du Loup. I Mank was born in Warren March, 20, to Cadillac Mountain.
L E DS
G R 1 S r
A battle over the abolition ofthe towns make a joint request to the
Everyone is glad to hear that Earl '
O R F F 'S C O R N E R
of the freshman class.
i Tbis *s a t110^ beautiful city with 1850 j n ig69 she was married to Alban on automobiles in the Town of Commission for the laying out of a
Kinney is improving and hope to see
Sunday services as follows: Wor- ®3me fine modern buildings and park s ,' bert E. Mank and they celebrated
Geo^g^SundaT afteT'a ^ i p with sermon by the“' ^ t o r a t 'i 1
^_W
. their 63dje d d in g anniversary Sept. him home soon.
State Highway Tepresents
as a winter'the'"peroute. I horn?
Islesboro will be fought in Legisla SiTpi"nk°"bl^k
J We suppose that after refusing in
;
blank
rt.______
___
______________
ture.
Mrs. Florence Robinson is confined [ his acceptance speech to cancel the
o'clock; Church School at 9.45; eve fashior.ed buildings as well. On our 4, 1932. Five children were born to
i
tition
to
be
used
when
several
towns
week's
visit
with
Mrs.
Lulu
Jackson.
The preliminary skirmish took
way up from Notre Dame we saw this union, four of whom are now to the house with a severe cold.
war debts, Mr. Hoover won’t carry a
place at a special town meeting T u e s-■are jointly requesting the lay out of | Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell and
address, “The Ser
plenty of old fashioned houses. Most living. Mrs. Mank was a faithful
Mr. and Mrs. Alfre'd Hocking. Mr ' ward in Europe this fall.—Grand
dav when the islanders by a vote of a State Aid road, as a winter route, children spent Sunday in Unity, the
- m me House.. . .
of them were built two stories, with mother, always thoughtful, patient, and Mrs. Gilbert Auld. Mr. and Mrs 1 Rapids Press.
145 to 115 favored petitioning the while the white blank is for the use guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell.
no ells, and with a sort of conical roof.
unions for the repeal of the act of municipal officers, in a single
Mrs. Cora Boffian has retu rn ed ,
wl11_J * a Halloween
enter- We could not help noticing that each loving, and doing all in her power to John Reid. Mr. and Mrs. William ImVINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
whieh has made thisa anotorless Town, when asking for ways, (on
home after a visit,of several weeks tainment at the Grangethis Saturday house had a front door in the second make the home life a happy one for lach and Mr. and Mrs. James Cant J
STEAMBOAT CO.
motored to Cadillac Mountain Sun
___________
evening. TThe
municipahty since 191tL
neither State nor State Aid High- at_____
the home
of her son in Jefferson cvemmr
h e program: Reading. story. What this door was for we her family. Heartfelt sympathy goes
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
out to the aged husband -vho is day. _ J ,»
Mr"
and"
Mrs.
Raymond
Jackson
'
Ellen
Parsons;
ghost
stories:
surxjx. - Steamer leaves Swan's Island a t 5.30
Joseph A. Pendleton, Melville A ways) to be laid out.
could not guess, as there were no steps
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Kinney and a . m , Stonington 6.25. North Haven 725.
There are likewise included with spent the weekend with relatives in prise feature, Thelma Burgess: pan- leading to it. Some of them were broken by the loss of his life-long
Trim and Malcolm McLeod were
daughter
are
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockl
companion.
Mrs.
Mank
went
to
Ten
tomime.
"The
Ghost
Walks;
song.
made very fancy, with hoods built
named a committee to petition the the petitions a snow questionnaire Dexter.
T hom as
land ab°Ut 9.30.
Percy Ludwig and Alfred Jackson Phyllis Duncan: reading. ?,we" i over them, and latticed on either side. ant’s Harbor for a visit and was there Ardie
mi. ldO m aS.
Return-L eaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
blank
and
a
pamphlet
containing
Legislature, while Mr. Pendleton.
This has been vacation week for Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30. Stonwere weekend guests of the former's Grant; Halloween stunts, Lloyd
We saw in each town we went stricken with what proved to be the the schools
Leslie Smith and Henry Sprague copy of the law relating to snow re sister, Mrs A. E. Earle, in Auburn
lngton
at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
fatal
illness.
She
was
kindly
cared
Crockett: fortunes told; surprise fea- through a handsome Catholic church.
Island about 6.00 P. M.
were appointed to investigate trans moval.
A partridge recently flew against [
Mr. and Mrs Fred Bumes and ture, Elizabeth Bunker: peanut con- This being Sunday everybody was on for by the daughter and husband who
B. H. STINSON.
The
suggestion
is
made
that
the
re
portation and traffic problems and
130-tf
spective supervisors, in the communi- daughters Millicent and Shirley. Mr. test; reading. Forest Beverage; auto the way to church in all kinds of left nothing undone th a t would add Geneva Hall's house with such force t
that
its
neck
was
broken.
report a t the annual town meeting n
concerned together with the mu- , and Mrs. Harold Ralph and children., race. “U-Auto-Know.1
horse-drawn vehicles. We saw old to her comfort.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robinson and '
The surviving children aie Herbert
March.
nicipai officers or the latters' repre- Ronald, Helen and G reta were dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of fashioned top buggies with five per
I t was reported that summer
E. Mank of Union. Fred E. Mank of family and Lillian Brown were in I
’ ! sentatives, go over the roads for the i guests Sunday of Mrs. Mar jorie RalphMedfield, Mass., are guests of Mr
■will petition the Legislature in oppo purpose of ascertaining whether or ! Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shuman and and Mrs. I. A. Grant and Mr and sons in them They looked somewhat Florida. Bessie M. Foster of Tenant's Friendship Sunday.
crowded, but they got there just the
Eition to the repeal of the automobile not the snow can be removed satis- : Mrs. Gardiner Burnes were callers Mrs. H. A. ©rant.
Mrs. Geneva Hall is ill from an a t
same. Some were on bicycles, many Harbor and George A. Mank of Somexclusion act.
factorily.
J
Sunday on Mrs. Willis Ralph.
A. P. Beverage spent theweekend
were walking. They-told us this takes i ervdle' Mass-: also three grandehil- tack of erysipelas.
Several letters from non-resident
A delegation from this place a t - ! in Boston.
place every Sunday
i dren and f°ur great-grandchildren; a Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and
taxpayers were read at the meeting,
tended the annual Farm Bureau in | Miss Erma Witherspoon is spendWe arrived at Riviere Du Loup and brother Orren F- Msrr>’ of Norwich- family have been spending a few
M
O
N
H
E
G
A
N
among those opposing repeal being
Dr. and Mrs. John Cabot closed Waldoboro October 19, and several j mg a few weeks with her grand- went out to see the steamboat land- town. Conn., and a sister Mrs. Rodney days at Wallston with Mrs. Hocking's i
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Sears of Rocking which is built a long way out in McIntyre of Warren. Funeral serv- parents Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Barter.
l^l'd.a Mr."and Mrs" A~"HinmgswoUh ! their cottage Saturday and left for had
n a o ^part in the very interesting pro- 1mother Mrs. Willis Witherspoon.
Miss
Isa
Beverage
has
a
new
electhe St. Lawrence River. We suppose ices were held Wednesday of last
of Hvde Park. Mass., Mrs. Gustav their home in Weehawken. N J. The)
-----------------j trie radio.
this was built so far out in th e river - week at tlle M E- Church in Union,
FR IE N D S H IP
Kissel of Morristown. N. J., president returned from Italy in June a er two
TREM ONT
Lloyd Whitmore has a new Chevro- to obtain deep water for large steam- Rev- Mr M°yle officiating. Burial
of the Village Improvement Associa- >ears abroad and came directly her
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder of Gardi'er,
SIMON K. H A R T
ers to land. On the wharf are some was in the Blake cemetery a t North Mass., is visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash.
ccach.
spend the summer.
, Mrs. Della Taylor who has been
tion, and Frederick Kellogg of----Mor to Mr.
Mrs. Abbie Wood of Belfast is car- very fine buildings. The roadway to Warren The bearers were the sons
and Mrs Frederick D. Steele visiting her brother Alan Black and
Capt.
Cleveland
Burns
of
New
Bed|
MONUMENTS
ristown. In favor of the repeal were went
the wharf is built of concrete and is Herbert and George Mank. son-in- ford. Mass., spent a few days last !
to New York city Saturday after j family has returned to Portland. En- | 'n6 I°r Mrs. Vanita Beverage,
Mr. and Mrs. George Drexel, Mr. and passing a long season here at the ’ route in Rockland she was overnight
53 Pleasant St. TeL 911-M Rockland
Radio fans miss the “Stebbins’ about half a mile long. The river Iaw Fred A- Foster and U. S. Winca- week here with his family.
Mrs A. J. Drexel Paul of Philadelphia Steele cottage
318tf
looked pretty angry that day as there Paw- The floral offerings from
' guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libly , Boys" very much.
Nelson Lash of New Bedford has
and Mr. and Mrs. George Clark of
Word has been' received of the m a r-, Mrs. Leslie Rich and her mother i Mrs. H. T. Crockett has been visit- was a strong southwest wind blowing neighbors and friends were very been visiting his mother. Mrs. Jessie
New Yok.
riage in Rye, N. Y., of Phyllis Browne j Mrs. Hettie Stanley entertained the j in8 her daughter Mrs. Dorothy and had a nasty sea heaving in. At ' beautiful and deceased tvas laid to
The voters also authorized the ap  to Arthur Nugent. Miss Browne has i ladies' aid last week. Rev. and Mrs JFmerson of Augusta this past week the end of this roadway were numer- ; rest surrounded by the flowers she Lash.
The scallop dredger Virginia R.,
pointment of Lloyd P. Pendleton as spent her summers at Monhegan since perry L Smith and two young daugh- Miss Beulah Crockett who is a stu- ous eating places and four shops that l°ved so well while living. Mrs. Mank
Capt, Roy Morton, has returned to
a committee oi one to coiner wiwi u.e , a small chnd and she recently built ters
ja,
u
dent a t Farmington Normal also sold Indian baskets and all kinds of will be sadly misfed by a large circle Georges Banks. Her last trip was the
State Assessors Department relati j a cottage on Lighthouse Hill road.
The Tremont Woman's Club met spent the weekend in Augusta.
souvenirs by real Indians. They could of friends.
roughest one experienced this sea
talk pretty good English.
—-------------to the valuation placed by th e State Her friends here extend their best I at the home of Mrs. Clarence Smith
son.
on local property. At present the wishes for prosperity and happiness.) pj-jday evening of last week.
On
the
return
trip
to
Fort
Fairfield
A
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E
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R
ID
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F
SPECIAL
C O“ M
PO UND
HOPE
the i ^ e n d w lt^ h u T '
I You
Wlil >lot
• F^
a‘ a»
State valuation for the town is
we crossed the international bridge at
1 ixim vj E.
Mrs. Thelma Herrick has completed
Mrs. Julia Thurston has returned
There
will
be
services
in
True's
hall,
S
Point
y
leadin?
<*“8
stores.
Let
us send you
$100,000 more than that fixed by the her duties with Mrs John Cabot
down.,th r°u8h I Austin Towle is building a large
Portland after spending several , Hope. Sundav at 2?30. R e v " g"’"h s e w ra ^ m a a p f
municipal assessors, and it is felt that
,
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
Miss Beatrice Hutchins went S a t- . months here with her son Fred Welch of Rockland will preach. several villages to St Leonard’s where | piazza on his house.
Eldred Patch is in Pennsylvania.
the
oncei Miss Cecelia Whitney is employed
this is too much.
bot Village, Me.
urday to attend high school in Cape ! Thurston
nvorcustoms
ond officers *gave jus the
---------Everybody welcome.
Miss
Ellen
Thompson,
accom
wav WP r± ? y r Ve<^ US °u ° Ur by Miss Adna Pitman for the winter,
Porpoise.
| Mrs clarence Smith, Mrs. W. H.
Miss Marcella Partridge of Headpanied by Mrs. Henry Montgomery of
NORTH W ARREN
Mrs Verona Timson has returned to Kittredge and Mrs. Leslie Rich were of-the-Lake has been spending a few
In
n °ng bndg? 1 Mrs' Ethel Moody. Mrs. Esther De Thomaston attended the teachers' I
EnSWOrth Monday evening to at- davs this week in Camden.
miles broueht ui in*!?
a” h 21 muth and child- Miss Fannie Gushee convention in Bangor.
The electric light lines are complet her home in Hyde Park Mass., after :
a
successful
season
in
her
new
teaed up in the Finnish neighborhood
tend the meeting of the federation of
we passed
nassed
Ruth Moody were in Rockland
Pupils of the various schools are we
Mr. and Mrs. Warwick Vose Of
a
large
flying
field
with
its j and
Tuesday
and down on the North Pond road. room ,the Upper Loft, which she re- j ch Urches of Hancock County,
having a vacation this week, the were h o S s^' ther6/ 31-?71118 " iachlnes
Thomaston visited friends in town
moved
last
spring
from
her
former
lo-1
Mrs
Joseph
Kelley
h
a
s
'
returned
No
school
Thursday
as
the
teachHere's hoping that those of us in the
teachers' convention being in session took usTa^k £ Fort Fairfield^’hence BangoT
*" last week.
middle will be able to have them some cation, the Seine Loft, on the dock. , home after a visit of two
-------weeks
-----------witli at Bangor.
Principal
Donald
R. Knapp.
time.
I
Frtiendshlp is co"- 1relatives and friends in Boston and
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson who mjov^ble triuAW eT, A ° nd K?,1 anQ
Mlsses Lucy’ Alice and Ruth Moody. Charles G rant, Mrs. Paul Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. George Gracie and i
!?s
trlps wlth prod' , New York cjty.
have been enjoying the autumn sea sh ny weathS alUhe
SU" ' Nel£on Moody and Mrs Esther Moody and Mrs. Hartwell Davis were in a t
family are visiting his mother Mrs.
to the island.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wallace left
at their Hobbs Pond cottage re smny weather all the way.
tendance at the teachers' convention.
spent Thursday in Bangor.
Since 1840 this firm has falthft>’(» 1
rinra Gracie
! Frank Woodward and nephew of here last Monday in their house on son
turned to New Jersey this week.
•
and
Mrs.
Elmer
E.
Allen.
Chicken
pox
is
prevalent
about
the
served the families of Knox County
Mrs. Charles W. Mank who has j
N<7 ’
wheels for West Palm Beach, Fla.
Tenant's
Harbor.
Mrs.
L.
P.
Coombs
of
Rockland
has
town.
D E E R ISLE
been ill with grippe for two weeks is ! nursday’ comin8 thence to MonheLADY ATTENDANT
Mrs.
John
Latty
broke
the
ice
out
been
visiting
her
mother
Mrs.
Luella
[ gan.
c <m m i iv , « ,
_
Mrs. Faustina Brown Meservey has
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Pickering of !
improving.
of a tub of water in her back yard Bartlett and sister Miss Estelle B art
Day Telephone 450-781-1
Miss
Cora
Whittier
went
Thursday
S
O
U
T
H
W
A
L
D
O
B
O
R
O
been
ill
for
a
few
days
from
a
disSunshine were weekend guests of Mrs. i
Donald Mank is at home ill from an
to Staten Island, N. Y., after an ex an d then walked around the corner lett.
------j temper.
Clara Eaton.
BU RPEE’S
attack of appendicitis.
of her garage and picked a bouquet
tended stay in her cottage here.
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach is visit- ' Mr and Mrs Arthur Grover and
Capt. W alter E. Scott returned
ROCKLAND, ME.
u n n r D k l U IA U C U
Irvin s ta nley of Rockland arrived off
buttercups, on the morning
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
ing her daughter Miss Barbara in 1°hUd of Rockland were weekend home Tuesday from the season's
M O D E R N W O M E N Tuesday morning and will make a of- ? ct'
.
...
[ guests at B. L. Whitney’s.
A farewell reception and birthday Boston.
yachting.
He was accompanied by
visit with his daughter Mrs. Myra
M^s- James Benson is in Ashville.
NEED N O T SUFFER monthly pain a n d d e la y due
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings pnd 1
-----------------Mrs. Scott who went to Rockland
t o colds, nervous strain, exposure or sim ila r causes.
Ome
N. C., to spend the winter with Mr. party was given Mrs. Emma Clark
Thursday
evening
of
last
week
at
the
two children, Mr. and Mrs. Vern
S W A N ’S IS1 A N D
C h i-ches-tera Diam ond Brand P ills are effe c tiv e ,
Monday to meet him.
____________
and Mrs. Herbert Wooster (Edna
and daughter of Thomaston
1OUM1NIJ
reliable an d g iv e QUICK RELIEF. S o ld '
home of Mr .and Mrs Weston Rivers. Achorn
Miss Dorothy Dunham is home
and
Mr.
and
M
rl
C
Frank
jTckson
Mrs'
Milan
entertained
the
a ll druggists f or over 45 years. Ask For
Sentiment on the bonus is pretty Benson)
Mrs. Clark received several gifts, not
from South Deer Isle where she spent
were
guests
Sunday
of
Mr
and
Mrs
1
Ladies
Aid
Friday
of
last
week
at
evenly
divided
between
those
who
do
omitting a large and handsomely
the summer.
CHICHESTER^ PILLS
' i lunch. There were 16 present and
not believe it should be paid and
SU N SET
decorated birthday cake The eve Martin Collomore.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Perry ar.d
SERVICE & REPAIRS
■ J H i DIAMOND
BRAND'
those who have one coming.—Judge.
Mr.
and
Mrs
E.
R.
Burns
were
at
|
spraRUC
was
honor
guest
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Weed, E. H. ning was pleasantly spent socially
children of Owl's Head are guests of
Hulda
Smith
and
Margaret
Kent
Winslow
Mills
Monday
to
visit
their
Colby and Miller Colby are on a and ice cream and cake were served.
ALL MAKES OF SE T s
Mrs. Vida Sylvester.
wno attend school in Rockland have
motor trip.
Best wishes were extended to Mrs. son.
Miller E. Colbyi and Capt. E. H.
Miss
Emma
Simmons
of
Friendship
'
be,.n
a
t
home
this
week
as
no
school
Joseph A. Raynes recently spent Clark for a pleasant trip, as she was
Colby with Mr. and Mrs. Leon Weed
R. W . TYLER
owing to tlie teachers’ convention in are on an automobile trip to Boston
a few days with his brother, George about to leave for her home in Grand is visiting at Alfred Davis
Bangor.
PHONE 58-28
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton and
Raynes.
and vicinity.
Valley, Colorado She greatly enjoyed
Mrs. Amy McVeigh has returned her visit in Maine and friends hope Mrs. Hamlin Scofield were visitors j
Miss Olive Pickering has moved to
from Stonington where she has been she will come again in the near future. Sunday at Thomas Creamer’s, Dutch '
the home of her nephew Dudley L
IN
Neck.
employed the past month.
Sellers where she will pass the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Genthner were
THE COURIER-GAZETTE TH RIFT CLUB
Earl Perez has employment at
M o t h e r s ! to
Miss Emily B. Shepard has closed
WILLIAM E. D O R N A N
Mrs. M. J. Coolen's.
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Regi
her cottage at Dunham’s Point and
ROCKLAND, MAINE
& SO N, Inc.
Rodney Dunham of Sunshine called
nald Monahan at East Waldoboro.
left Monday for Brookline Mass. She
r e d u c e y o u r f a m ily
on friends in this place Sunday.
Mrs. I. P. Bailey and daughter
was
accompanied
by
Miss
Alice
Poor,
C
em
etery M em orials
“ C o ld s -T a x ” f o l l o w
For
Our unlimited outlet for native
Mrs. Alfred Dunham entertained
Gladys spent Saturday evening with
who has been her guest the past two
EAST UNION, MAINE
poultry enables us to pay you high
the Church Aid Friday evening.
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and
V ic k s P la n f o r b e tte r
4 -«
Address
Mrs. Gladys McDonald has re est prices. Consult us before you •Jennie Scofield.
Miss Mary O. Toole went Mondav
C
o
n
tro
l-o
f-C
o
ld
s
.
turned' home from Bluehill where sell.
Floyd Wotton and Albert Genthner
of last week to Boston where she will
Each Club Member is entitled to
were in Pemaquid Sunday.
spend the winter.
she has been employed.
just as many of these free count
This Coupon
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown of I
Orrin Condon of Friendship and
Joseph A. Raynes of Hyde Park. ] EDW IN L. SC A R LO TT
COHEN BROS.
coupons
as
he
and
his
friends
Good For
Rowayton, Conn., are visiting Mr.
daughter of Portland were callers
Mass., was recently guest of his
Largest Shippers in Maine
ran secure. Must be trimmed and
Sunday at W. O. Pitcher's.
brother George B. Raynes.
] Brown’s parents.
Osteopathic Physician
Fifty Counts
Care of Charles McKellar. Tel. 2-3
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter and I %
pinned together. DO NOT roll.
Mrs. Everett Dunham and friends
WARREN, ME.
TeL 136
motored to Bluehill Tuesday after
Riches have wings, but they com 35 Limerock St.
'To e n d a
Miss Thelma Prior of Friendship were PREVENT
Opp. Postofflee
noon to call on Mrs. Pickering, who No lots too large; none ton small. guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. m any C olds
pletely
lack
the
homing
instinct,—
Not G ood After Nov. 2
C o ld SOONER
6 3-tl
108-tf
1is ill and in the hospital there.
Wallace.
Arkansas Gazette.
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Willard Wyman of Portland has
been at his home here.
Miss Jessie L. Keene has been at
home from Gorham.
Maurice J. David has returned from
What our lightkeepers and- coast guardsmen are doing to protect
G la d y s S t. C la ir M o r g a n
a trip to New York and Connecticut..
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
Mrs. M. D. Gray of Boothbay H ar
bor was recently guest of her sister
Mrs' Joseph Stafford.
So many lovely things in music in in groups and ranged themselves
Dr. George H. Coombs was in
Pond Island
sorry to read that Mr. Kent, a former Washington, D. C. this week on offi
have come to me—so many of my around the campfire and near Hia
"musical dreams" have been real watha and his bride sitting in front
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Smith, Mrs. lightkeeper, had lost his wife. I sym cial business.
ized—I have heard Paderewski, Josef of their teepee, and then the panto
Smith’s sister Lillian and Mrs. Pick pathize with him in his great loss
F. A. Brummitt of Boston is a t his
Hofmann, Fritz Kreisler, Lily Pons, mime carried on the story as sung
ett's sister Mrs. Ralph Watson and Was pleased to have a call from
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, by the chorus. Hiawatha, a lad six
tWo daughters Phyllis and Anna, all Keeper Reed and family of Indian home on Friendship street.
Dr. E. G. Abbott of Portland was
Carlos Salzedo, John McCormack feet tall and slender as a reed was
of Hanover, N. H., visited Keeper Island Light, Rockport.
v Vv «
recently in town professionally.
and other notable musicians, and i a beautiful sight, in a white doeskin
and Mrs. Pickett for a few days
Portland Head
now another “dream" has come to uit richly embroidered in colored
Mrs. I. T. Marple of Arlington,
recently. It wa$ rough the day that
pass, for I have heard Roland Hayes, beads, and wearing a head-dress of
Mr. and Mrs. Elden of Portland Mass., is visiting her sister Mrs. Dora
they came, and the coast guardsmen
the famous Negro tenor. Mr. Hayes pure white feathers failing clear to
from Popham Beach brought them to called on Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling Howard Yorke.
was featured artist in one of the best his feet. Minnehaha, small and
the island. Keeper Pickett got them Tuesday.
Friends of Mrs. A. L. Shorey are
concerts ever given in Maine, that graceful, not reaching to Hiawatha’s
Capt. C. G. Dyer of Monhegan pleased to learn that she is making
from the surf boat and landed them
sponsored by the Eastern Maine shoulder, was beautifully garbed.
on the bar. While landing them his visited P. O. Hilt and Mrs. Hilt satisfactory recovery at the Maine
Festival Association and directed by Pau-Puk-Kcewis' tribal dance was
oar broke—they wanted a thrill and Tuesday morning.
General Hospital, Portland.
gorgeous. He was a most pictur
Prof. Adelbert Wells Sprague.
Schools
are
closed
due
to
the
teach
they got it. When they went back
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Castner
*• • •
esque figure, bared to the waist, his
ers’
convention
being
held
in
Bangor.
they called on Miss Opal Watson jn
have been weekend guests of Mr. and
Roland Hayes' manner won his body lithe and muscular, and1 his
Mrs. Thayer Sterling and son Rob Mrs. James H. Castner,
Portland, also on Mrs. Pickett’s
audience
the minute he stepped out head-dress and ornaments being of
brother Charles Hooper and family, ert were guests of Mrs. W. C. Dow
Mr. and Mrs. John Dvorak have re 
onto
the
stage.
He is. small, slender richly colored feathers and beads.
and Mrs. Levi Hooper in South Port Thursday and Friday.
turned from a motor trip to G ayand of graceful build, has delicate And the pantomime of Iagoo, the
Mrs. Ira W. Tupper of Criehaven is lordsville, Conn.
land. Mrs. Fickett’s younger brother
features, and exquisite hands. He is “great boaster” was delightful. Mr.
Levi W Hooper is in the Portsmouth visiting her former home, guest of
Addison Winchenbach, who passed
polished and poised, and without ca Hayes, standing in front (on the
Hospital. He is a World War veteran. her uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. F. the summer here and at his hom e on
tering to his audience, establishes a floor of the hall) sang the famous
Mr. and Mrs. Fickett have started O. Hilt.
Dutch Neck, has returneh to F ra n k 
friendly bond by his own natural- "On-a-way, Beloved." the beautiful
Robert Sterling Jr. attended a lin, Mass.
picking their cranberries.
They
ness. His eyes are often closed, and tenor solo of Chibiabos, "the gentle
have two bushels so far. The tender birthday party given for Robert Dole
his hands works a t times as if he j singer." In the group of Indians
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney and
Jr., Tuesday evening.
Hibiscus landed supplies recently.
family have returned to Brooklyn, N
actually pulls the -music from his were several small children, one of
♦ • * *
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow, sons Y.. having passed the summer here
heart.
And that is the way his them a tiny tot of perhaps three
Byron and Richard, and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Morse has been in Boston
singing makes you feel as if it comes years winning everyone by her naive
Deer Island Thoroughfare
F. O. Hilt were dinner guests Sun
ness.
a business trip for the Waldoboro
right out of his heart.
Oct. 11 UH.L.H.S. Hibiscus landed day of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling on
Garage.
His program was:
material for repairs and supplies, and family.
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra,
Lunul dal Caro Bene .... Antonio Seechi
Fred L. Burnes of Stoneham, Mass.
B
(1761-18331 that splendid organization of whicli
going east.
R. T. Sterling must have picked a
Eviva Rosa Bella ............. Qaluppl (1600)
Keeper Conary has been having a four-leaf clover recently, as he picked Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Benner, Mr
and Mrs. Charles Bent, Mr. an d Mrs
Come Ragglo de Sol ................... Caldara Bangor must be So proud, is a splen
bad cold but is on the mend now.
Wohln? ....................................... Schubert didly balanced group, with unusually
off 26 sea birds last Monday in sight William Wolfe of Malden, Mass., and
Mrs. Elmer E. Conary was in Rock of home. It was his lucky day.
Nacht und Traeume ................. Schubert fine strings, as was shown in the ex
Mrs.
H.
I.
Eugley
of
Hazardville.
Don Ju a n ’s Serenade ......... Tchalkowsky
land on business a few days last week,
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt, Mrs. S ter Conn., have been in town th is week
The Heart Worships ........................ Holst quisite “Andante Cantabile from the
and while there visited Mrs. Hazel ling and Mrs. Dow motored to Pownal called by the death of Mrs. J. V.
A Dreamy Lake ........ - .................... Grides String Quartet, No. 11” by TchaiReuulem .................... J- K. Morhardt. Jr. kowsky played by the String Orches
Conary.
last Saturday afternoon to call on Benner.
(poem by Conte Cullen)
so Keepe; ! Dr. and Mrs. Leach. It happened to
tra. This was the high light of the
„ Bad weather
.
„ has
, started
x
Negro Spirituals:
The reception marking th e opening
orchestral work. Other numbers
Camp Meeting
Conary hasn t been to town since de yje doctor’s liberty and they were meeting of the Woman’s Club was
I Jus' can't keep from cryln', sometimes given were Overture to the Opera
Monday morning. I t makes us think 1awaj,
held Tuesday afternoon a t th e home
O. le’ me shine
“Russian and Ludmilla" by Clinka
what is coming.
Poor Pilgrim
' Good Timers Club met with Mrs. of the president, Mrs. W. H. Crowell
• *• •
The encores were Passing By, by (1803-1857) and "Tambourin fre-m
: Adora Hilt Wednesday. It’s a lively Following the reading of the club col
Purcell, Water Boy arr. by Avery "Les Fetes d'Hebe” by Rameauj crowd and they believe in making lect and report of the federation a
Dice Head
Robinson, and Spirituals including Mottl, both unhackneyed nnd charm but
a
i
hay'
sunshine
or
rain.
A
busy
day
pleasing
program
was
given.
Re
fine morning Tuesday,
“Plenty of Room," "Every time I feel ing numbers.
..
heavy frost to’put°us in mind of what I wi“ > needles and much
w as?n sponding to roll call the members
the spirit movin’ in my heart” a n d 1
*. *
is coming. Now is the time to ce- [ evidence. The next meeting is to be spoke of happy events th a t had
Were You There ”
More than Pa -sin8 mention is due
ment up the cracks to keep the snow •
Mrs. Mollie Mitchell, Falmouth marked the summer vacation, which
' . . . .
Prof. Sprague, the moving spirit beGardens.
were many and varied and proved of
from blowing in.
His voice is lyric tenor; his tones hind it all, whose visiondirects thr
unusual interest told in a vivid m an
You fellows that own automobiles—
ure silvery, he uses long flowing orchestra, trains the chorus and
ner. A radio sketch, depicting a scene
Portland Breakwater
it is time to put alcohol in the radia
phrases, and there are cadences that j produces couie.ge to engage an
tors, or they are liable to freeze at
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Marr and family in the life of Margarette, niece of
seem too perfect and lovely ever to ] artist of Mr. Hayes caliber, His
any time now.
wish to extend their sympathy General Knox, was very realistic,
fall on silence. His diction is the fine dignity, his modest demc anor
It is getting lonesome around here through The Courier-Gazette to Win given by a group of women players.
purest and clearest one could ever and his impeccable musicianship
call for admiration and tribute.
now. About all of the summer cot field P. Kent and family in their loss Games under the supervision of Mrs
wish to hear.
—From New York Herald Tribune
tages are closed. Hunting season is I of a devoted wife and mother, Our Louise Miller resulted in prizes being
The tone of his voice is pleasing
awarded
to
Mrs.
Ina
Smith,
Mrs.
open and all the men are telling what j association with them at The
always, yet it is not a great voice Rockland and neighbor towns
near future we are faced with the W A N T S M A IN E BO O K S if one judges by volume and power sent 25 persons. While it was diffi
a fine shot they made all the way l Cuckolds light is among our most Sarah Lash, Mrs. Margaret Bond and
W O R T H ITS C O S T
Mrs. Ida Soule. Luncheon was served
strong possibility of a much shorter
cult in the vast audience to locate
from fifty to a thousand yards. Was 1pleasant memories in the service.
and range.
in the dining room which was at
day and week of labor for the most
In Negro spirituals Mr. Hayes is old friends and familiar faces, Rev.
State
D
.A
.R
.
Librarian
Tells
Three
R
’s
A
re
T
au
g
h
t
B
etter
of our citizens.
tractively decorated with fall flowers
upon ground which no other artist and Mrs. Charles Moor were noted;
and autumn leaves, and Halloween
SU N D A Y H U N T IN G
W hat W o u ld Be V aluable treads with more security or surveys also Mr. and Mr& A. L. Whittemore,
T han E v e r, Says C om m is This will give a steadily increas
ing amount of leisure time and it
features in centerpieces, candles and
with more sensitiveness. All of his and Miss Edna F. Wood, all former
sioner o f Education
To the C ause
becomes the responsibility of all
favors. The menu included lobster
A nd R elaxation of Blue L a w s , I
high - strung emotionalism suffuses Rockland residents.
schools to in every way possible
salad, hot rolls, olives, harlequin ice
these marvelous songs, which he se
A. B. Crocker
Mrs.
Blaine
S.
Viles
of
Augusta,
“With
an
understanding
of
the
I
provide activities which will be of i
cream, macaroons, fancy cookies, cof
Sought In New Initiative
RO CK VILLE
of education in this country, value to our future citizens in their State librarian of the Daughters of lects with unfaltering taste. In
fee and confections. The hostess was ideals
it can hardly be said that education increased hours of leisure time. To American Revolution, wishes to bring these he reveals all of their pitiful
Petitions
assisted
in
serving
by
Mrs.
Nan
Although the ocean was my first
School has been closed since Tues
is costing too much," declared Ber advocate the elimination or cur to the attention of Society members longing, their simplicity, which is
Weston and Mrs. Maude Clark Gay.
irresistibly touching. Some times
afternoon because of the Teach
Initiative petitions to the legisla love during the summer, I by no There were present 20 members ar.d tram E. Packard, State commis tailing of the courses mentioned is j the new list of books asked for by the Mr. Hayes uses no dialect other than day
ers’ Convention in Bangor.
ture asking th a t hunting be permit means neglected my saunters into one guest. Mrs. I. T. Marple of Arl sioner of education a t the weekly false economy and fraught with j Librarian General, Mrs. Frank M. an occasional dropping of a conso
meeting in Auburn of the Kiwanis danger and peril to the entire , Dick, for the coming year.
Several men in the village have em
ted Sundays during the open seasons the country. While th‘e most of the ington, Mass. The meeting Tuesday club.
The National D.A.R. library of 20,- nant, and no matter how quaint the ployment on Rockville street where
scheme
of
American
ideals
and
trai
wording may be, there is no humor
on birds and animais, ana that the time it was too warm for walking, I afternoon of next week will be with
Commissioner Packard said:
ditions. We are embarked upon the 000 volumes located in beautiful implied—so perfect is his art, so the road is being repaired.
law relating to business arid recrea-' managed to get glimpses of surburban Mrs. A. P. Jackson, hostess, an d a
In any discussion of the topic, “Is unique experiment of affording to Constitution Hall is a highly special great
so deep is his I . J ' L'
having a vacation
tion Sunday be modified to allow life through the kindness of my musical program will be presented. education w orth what it is costing?” each boy and each girl such educa- j ized library of history, biogTaphy and feelingisofhisthesimplicity,
songs of his race, that fron’ dut-v wlth the John Blrd Co
amateur sports, have been printed by neighbor, who took a touring car and
genealogy,
including
vital
records.
it is necessary to analyze the situa tional facilities as may best fit his !
J- E. Sinnett and son Junior have
the secretary of state's department
tion as to w hat we are demanding individual necessity and need to the To it genealogists come from far and the innermost meaning reaches out.
V IN A L H A V E N
at the request of Hilbum D. Haskell takes us with him
in the way of public education. Dur end th at he will make the best pos near for data, and the library is con and we find ourselves with aching J returned from a motor trip to Canada,
the time Mrs. Sinnett visited
Middlesex Fells has looked fine all
of Lincoln, Democratic representa
sidered the keynote to the growth hearts and eyes suffused with tears. During
Mrs. F. M. White entertains at ing the first two and one-half cen sible type of American citizen.
It is a never to be forgotten experi her sister Mrs. Eclls in Fitchburg,
tive-elect to the legislature.
turies o t our New England history
summer; the occasional rains kept bridge tonight,
and expansion of the Society.
Not Enough
Under the present law hunting in the foliage green and lush. The last
Mrs. Viles is particularly interested ence to hear Roland Hayes sing Negro Mass.
Mr. and Mrs S. B. Hopkins and public education advanced very
Mrs. Fannie Brewster has closed her
Maine is prohibited Sunday. Hask week in August we had the pleasure Miss Gwendolyn Greene have re slowly and went very little beyond
With an understanding then of in securing books from Maine. Those spirituals.
The
audience sat
breathless home for the winter and is now in
ell’s petition asks that this law be of an auto trip through the apple turned from Bangor where they a t the traditional three R’s. All other our ideals of education in this country willing to donate, please communi
amended by adding the words, “ex country within a radius of 30 miles tended teachers’ convention.
types of education were private and it can hardly be said that education cate with the D.A.R. regent of their through his numbers, and then the Bedford, Mass., with her daughter,
cepting any Sunday which falls with from Boston — Westford. Groton
Mrs. Frank Mullen entertained the necessarily h a d to be paid for by the is costing too much. Indeed it may town, or directly with Mrs. Viles, 154 vast auditorium would just rock Miss Eunice Brewster
Mf. and Mrs. Lermond of Cam
in the dates when it is lawful to hunt Acton, Littleton, Carlisle and other Weary Club Thursday.
individual
deriving
advantages be said th at it is not costing enough State street, Augusta. The most de with applause. • • • •
den were callers on Miss Mabel Oxpartridges, duck or deer.”
towns.
Apples everywhere.
We
All interested in Red Cross work therefrom. During the past half so long as there is denied to many sired: books are Town, County and
In the Secchi number there was a ton Sunday.
He would have Section 39 of the I passed the State orchard. 7000 apple are requested to meet at Union Church century th e growth of public educa thousands of our boys and girls State histories; military and naval
Mrs. Inez Bronki was made a mem
tion has been extremely rapid and educational opportunity along the records of the Revolution; Bible, breath-taking spun tone, so delicate
Chapter 125 of the Revised Statutes ' and peach trees loaded with fruit, vestry Sunday at 2 o’clock.
th at it seemed like a spirit and yet
stricken out and the following sub- we passed one twelve hundred tree
Lyford Arey who has been the especially so since the beginning of lines I have indicated. Recent fig church and cemetery records; family permeated that huge place to the ber of Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish
War Veterans' Auxiliary Wednesday
stituted:
Orchard of young trees “For Sale, guest Of his mother Mrs. Mary L. Arey the present century.
ures from the Office of Education histories and genealogies. Every
“It shall be unlawful on the Lord's evidently the owner had gotten in the past week, left Friday for Cincin
This has been in large measure show th at the cost of public educa authoritv which helps In identifying furtherest corner—marvelous carry evening.
ing
quality
in
his
voice.
His
inter
Mrs. W alter H. Butler and son Wal
Day to keep open any store; use any over his head, and as there Is no sale nati, Ohio,
due to the increased demands on the tion in the United States amounts to the services and family of a Revolu
pretation of gay numbers was
sport, game or recreation; or to be for apples of a fruit bearing orchard
David Duncan, selectman, returned part of our people for a broader about ten cents per day or $36.20 per tionary patriot is acceptable. The brought out in the Galuppi composi ter were guests Wednesday of Mr. and
Mrs. D. A. S hertr and today Miss
present at any dancing, public diver just why anyone should want to pur Thursday from Augusta where h e a t type of educational opportunity to year per capita for our adult popu- name and address of the donor
sion, show or entertainment, encour chase a non-fruit bearing orchard tended the convention of Maine asses be afforded their children. For ex : lation.
should accompany each gift. Com tion taken from the Opera “La Cala- Annie V. Day of Waterville and Miss
mita
di
Cuori,"
and
his
beauty
of
le
Eula Skinner of Warren, instructors
aging the same. Whoever violates ! beyond me!
ample, the growth of the modern
Estimated figures in Maine show plete files of lineage books should be
sors
gato singing was at its best in the
this section shall be punished by a j Roadside stands are everywhere,
Miss Helen Arey who spent the high school since 1900 is well nigh - that this cost is reduced to about six accessible in local libraries. Book Caldara number. Schubert's “Wo- of home economics in the Waterville
fine not exceeding $10, provided, how squash, com, pumpkins, apples, summer months at Haven's Inn, North amazing.
| cents per day or approximately $22 plates are asked for the national col hin” (Whither?) was given differ-1 public schools, are their guests.
ever, that this section shall not ap peaches on exhibition. One stand Haven, returned home Sunday.
Tuesday afternoon as Mr. Varney,
per capita for our adult lection. Libraries today need dupli
per year
.
ently than I had ever heard it pre- who lives on the O'Neil farm, was goply to the keeping open of news had hundreds of golden pumpkins,
Reuben Carver has returned from
In 1900 there were enrolled in high population Statistics also show that cate books and pamphlets to meet the sented—I» liked
i,i._ j it
.. .....
.i
better than
any ing (owarci Rockland, an automobile
stands. restaurants, garage and drug I whlch gladdened the heart of the several weeks’ visit in Rockland.
schools and academies in Maine. I l^e amount expended every year by unusual demand because of the un interpretation heard heretofore—Me.
: driven by an unidentified woman
stores; to the selling of gasoline; to saunterer as he dearly loves old
employment situation. It is suggest
Mrs.
Albert
Wooster
returned
Mon
maintaining
a
school
year
of
thirty
our
people
for
pure
luxuries
like
tothe keeping open their business to fashioned punkin pie—but doesn't day from North Haven where she has or more weeks, 8460 pupils. In 1930 | bacco products, faw powder rouge ed that Chapters can send' fiction to Hayes sang It as one would "talk” j traveling in the opposite direction
it—th at freedom and ease of phras came out from behind a gasoline 'truck
same; the giving of scientific, philo get it. N. C. C. 1 will doubtless recall been the guest of relatives th e past
State schools and hospitals.
there were enrolled in full time high 1cosmetics and the like exceeds by a
sophical. religious or educational lec- this “Autumn Scene” from Sleepy wjek.
Memorial of 100th Anniversary of ing rarely heard in singing.' The .‘ .anding in front of the Clough store,
considerable
amount
the
total
ex
schools and academies 33,821 pupils.
Tchaikovsky number displayed Mr, j and to avoid a collision Mr Varney
tures where no admission Is charged , rqUq-w, py Washington Irving,
Settlement of Dennysville. 1886.
Mrs. William Bray who h a s been The growth of the modern high penditures for public education.
but a collection is allowable; to the
History of Wayne from Its Settle Hayes' dramatic sense, anri th e three was obliged to turn so sharply he hit
As Ichabod jogged slowly on his visiting relatives in Camden and school alone has been a large fea
While this has no relation to the
other numbers in th at group w ere! a telephone pole. The pole snapped
holding of am ateur sports which will way, his eye, ever open to every
ment to 1898. 1898.
ture in increasing educational costs. taxable cost of education yet it is
be considered those sports where the symptom of culinary abundance, vicinity returned home Friday.
Story of an Old New England exquisitely done. In the spirituals and swung out into the street allowdemonstrated
th
at
our
people
yearly
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
W
ebster
en
Furthermore, there has been a |
players receive no compensation for ranged with delight over the treas
"Poor Pilgrim" was sung unaccom- ing the car to pass under it. The matertained the Sewing Club and hus steadily increasing demand on the expend more for pure luxury than Town. History of Lee. V. A. Hough panied.
The high light of the chine was damaged but fortunately
their services, and where no admis ures of jolly autumn. On all sides he bands
ton. 1926.
they
are
spending
for
a
vital
neces
at
a
Halloween
party
T
hurs
part of o u r people th a t the school
. .injuries
. . were received by
sion is charged but a collection is beheld a vast store of apples. Some day evening.
Pioneers of the Magalloway 1820- spirituals was "Were You There," ------------no personal
sity
like
public
education.
curriculum be broadened and en
with which he closed his program.
allowable for the benefit of clubs hanging in oppressive opulence on the
1904. G. P. Wilson. 1918.
anyone. The offending car proceed
In
my
opinion,
we
are
not
spend
Mrs.
Max
Conway
entertained
'the
riched through the introduction of
♦• • *
staging amateur sports, and where trees; some gathered into baskets and
ed toward Union, the license number
History of Town of Lincoln, Penob
ing too much for education and we
said sports are not held between the barrels for the market; and others Mother and Daughter Club Wednes courses practically unknown in a cannot decrease to any appreciable scot County, 1822-1928. D. W. Fel
Mr.
Hayes’
accompanist, Percival not being ascertained.
day evening. Honors in bridge went previous day and generation. The
hours of 10 a. m. and 1 p. m.”
Parham, also a Negro, at all times
heaped up in rich piles for the cider-,
extent the amount expended with lows. 1929.
The law governing business and press. Further on, he beheld great to Miss Muriel Chilles and Mrs. Evelyn main purpose of the old time acade out crippling and impairing our
History of Town of Livermore from displayed perfect understanding and
S P R U C E HEAD
my was to prepare pupils for col
recreation on Sunday now reads: fields of pumpkins, turning up their Patrick.
with the singer. Mr.
Mrs. Robert Arey and Mrs. Lottie lege and th e majority of pupils pur school system. I t is my conviction, Its Inception in 1735 and1 its G rant sympathy
“Whoever, on the Lord's Day, keeps fair round proportions to the sun,
however, th at the source of support of Land in 1772 to its Organization Hayes included him in acknowledg
Mrs. Flbert Burton and son were
open his shop, workhouse, warehouse, and' giving ample prospects of the Brown entertained friends a t a quilt sued courses leading to this end. should be radically improved upon and Incorporation in 1795 up to the ing applause several times.
callers on Mrs. J. S. Allard last Mon
ing
party
Friday
at
the
home
of
the
For
those
pupils
not
planning
to
at
or place of business, travels, or does most luxurious of pies."
Roland
Hayes
is
entering
upon
his
present
time,
1928.
I.
T.
Monroe
in
the
matter
of
taxation.
Unques
day.
latter.
tend college courses were offered
any work, labor, or business on that
1928.
eighth tour of America. Exclusive
Also W hittier’s tribute to the
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Ware are for
Victor Shields is home from Rock now largely embraced in the upper tionably property tax bears too great
day. except works of necessity or Pumpkin Pie Maker:
History of Fort Fairfield and Bio of his European appearances, he has I the winter in Watervllle wh
M
a burden and should be reduced.
land
Business
College
for
a
few
days’
grades
of
th
e
elementary
school
cur
charity; uses any sport, game, or And the prayer, which my mouth Is too
graphical
Sketches.
C.
H.
Ellis.
1894
given
379
recitals.
He
has
sung
in
,
Warc
has emplovment '
More
equitable
types
of
taxation
vacation.
riculum.
153
of
our
cities,
in
40
States.
By
,ohl,
nnS",.
,
recreation; or is present a t any
History of Poland. H. A. & G. W
full to express.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carver returned
With the inoreasing number of should be devised whereby all would Poole.
dancing, public diversion, show, or Swells my heart th at thy shadow may
1890.
this record number of recitals, by Allard have b e n in
share more equitably in the main
never
grow
less.
Friday
from
Portland.
pupils
attending
school
and
the
entertainment, encouraging the same, That the days of thy lot may be length
Matinicus Isle: Its Story and Its the vastness of his audiences, far " ek
tenance of public service and wel
multiplying
of
high
school
attend
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
G.
Johnson
have
shall be punished by a fine of not
ened below.
exceeding those of any other singer,, Mrs Este„ a p
fare. All state funds of whatever People. C. A. E. Long. 1926.
more than $10 provided, however, And the fame of thy worth like a pum p returned from a visit with relatives in ance there arose a demand for more character should be derived from
History of York County. W. W. and by the immensity of his success s A:lard Tuesday ^ fore leavin h “r
kin
vine
grow.
practical
courses
for
those
for
whom
Springfield
and
vicinity.
that this section shall not apply to And thy life be as sweet, and Its last sun
Clayton. 1880.
he stands as the most popular, the cotta
for p ,orid
h
"J
The T. F.'s, members of Mrs. P. J. college courses were neither desir some other source than a property
spend t,dp win[pr
the operation of common carriers;
Pioneers of Maine and New Hamp most significant singer of the concert pects
set sky
tax. This would appreciably relieve
able
nor
possible.
Consequently,
we
Clifford’s
Sunday
school
class,
will
to the driving of taxi cabs and pub Golden-tinted and fair as thy own
shire, 1623-1660. C. H. Pope. 1908
W° r
. . . .
'
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Allard and Mr.
Pum pkin pie!"
present an attractive program fea have had a demand fpr broadened the situation in each community in
lic carriages in attendance upon the
Bangor Historical Magazine. Need
the m atter of property tax.
and Mrs. Harry Allard and children
and
enriched
courses
in
English,
turing
Halloween,
in
sketches,
songs,
October
1
we
left
Somerville
by
arrival or departure of such car
volumes
1
and
6.
And
now
to
tell
you
about
"Hia
In the final analysis in education
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. A rthur
History,_________________
Economics, Civics,____
and _the
riers; to the driving of private auto auto at 5.30, the morning lowery but readings and games, to be given Mon ______
Revolutionary Soldiers of the watha's Wedding Feast," by Cole
mobiles or other vehicles; to the clearing somewhat as we went day night in Union Church vestry. like and also for new courses as Vo- i as in any other service or commodity Towns of St. George and Cushing, ridge-Taylor, sung by the Festival Harrington at Wheeler's Bay.
Mrs. Joseph Baum has returned to
printing and selling of Sunday through Waltham, Sudbury, Marl A small fee will be charged. All are catlonal Courses, Manual Arts. we get just about what we pay for. Maine, with some of their ancestors chorus, drawn from singers of Ban
Clark Island after spending a few
Homemaking, Agriculture, Music. If we lower our educational costs we
newspapers; to the keeping open of boro to Worcester, thence via the welcome.
and
descendants.
Frank
B.
Miller.
gor
and
vicinity,
the
University
of
weeks with her daughter Mrs. T. L.
Mr. Williamson of Bangor, dry Art, Commercial Courses, etc., ad will receive a depreciated service. 1931.
hotels, restaurants, garages, and northern routes, Spencer, the BrookMaine and Bangor High school. Maker.
drug stores; to the selling of gaso fields and Palmer to Springfield, a r goods salesman, was a guest a t Cen mittedly more valuable for the pupil Necessarily the largest amount in the
Old
Eliot.
Volumes
1-9.
1897There were about 400 voices. The
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner French and
in training for the duties of citizen budget for education goes for the 1909.
line; or to the giving of scien riving a t 8.20, distance 100 miles. The tral Hotel Tuesday.
only criticism that could be made son and Mr. and Mrs. Leland DrinkMr and Mrs. J. E. Snow spent the ship th an the traditional subjects salaries of teachers. According to
tific, philosophical religious, or edu country looks just fine, but after we
History
of
Methodism
in
Maine
was th at there were not enough water and son. of Rockland spent
statistics published in 1930 by the
cational lectures where no admis left Worcester it began to rain, past two weeks with relatives in W at leading to college entrance.
1793-1886. Stephen Allen & W. H tenors and basses to make a balanced last Sunday with their parents Mr.
While we still place great value Office of Education the salaries paid Pilsbury.
which somewhat marred the journey doboro, with his son Harry in Port'
sion is charged.”
1887.
chorus, but no one knows this bet and Mrs. T. L. Maker.
In the event the Legislature fails from th a t point. The harvest is past, land, and with his 87 year old mother upon the college preparatory course, teachers in Maine were lower than
History of Baptists in Maine. ter than Mr. Sprague whose intelli
MYs. Milledge Randall called on
to pass these acts the governor is the summer is ended, although we Mrs. Arietta Snow, who lives with her yet it has become more and more all the states save one, north of the Henry S. Burrage. 1904.
gent directing brings out the best in Mrs. J. S. Allard Sunday on her way
daughter Mrs. Helen A. S m ith in Au the function of the high school to Mason-Dixon line. Thirty-six of the
petitioned to call a special state saw no evidence of frost enroute.
First
Book
of
Records
of
First
any chorus, even under difficult con to the village. Mr. Randall has refurnish to th a t increasingly large forty-eight states paid higher sala
Leaving Springfield at 9.40 we gusta.
election.
Church in Pepperellborough (now ditions.
| turned to the White Head coast
The stag party which bears the number of pupils, who can never at ries than Maine.
The State Grange is circulating came via Boston Road to Palmer,
Saco).
1914.
The stage was set with an Indian guard station after a sick leave of
The average salary in Maine for
two initiative petitions asking for a where we swung to the southern name of “Six Little Tailors” enjoyed tend college and who must end their
scene, with a large white birchbark ten weeks spent at Portland Hospital.
low rate tax in intangible property, route to Worcester via Sturbridge. an excellent turkey dinner a t Rabbit education with high school days, a th a t year including teachers, super
Mrs. Sawver of Camden was in this
broader and more liberal type of visors and principals was $927. In teacher. A poor teacher is always teepee at either side. The actors,
and an excise tax on the gross reve This seems to me to be a much more Lodge Wednesday evening.
sightly road than the northern route.
Miss Sutherland of Bangor, visiting education and training for the active view of the fact th at based on a an extravagance. A well trained, native Indians of the Penobscot place Sunday. Mr. Sawyer is build
nue of electric power companies.
year of fifty-two weeks this amounts efficient, capable and well paid teach tribe enacted the scene of the wed ing a log cabin on the island.
Initiative petitions, when presented The road is more level and straighter, State nurse, was in town th e past duties of citizenship.
ding feast in pantomime. The char
To m any of our citizens any of to a little less than $18 per week, less er is always wise economy.
in proper form, must be printed by ! and the hills are farther away, so you week in the interest of children under
Our people are committed to an acters: Hiawatha, his bride Minnethe secretary of state. They are : get a better view of them. The rain one year of age. While in town she the subjects outside the traditional in the majority of instances than the
three R's are viewed as fads and unskilled, untrained worker receives abiding faith and ideal in public , haha. his mother Nokomis. Pauthen circulated by the petitioners j had stopped when we left Springfield, was a guest at Central Hotel.
in anything like normal times. I education. I t is my belief that in the ' Puk-Keewis, Chibiabos, Iagoo. and
for a required number of signatures, so the return journey was fine. InMr. and Mrs. Byron McDonald re frills.
____________
stead of going into Worcester we turned Thursday from a visit in New We still teach effectively reading, think we will agree that this does not future as in the past public educa- ' wedding guests. The action was
writing an d arithmetic, in fact, they represent undue extravagance in the tion will continue to advance and , under the direction of Princess Wa"Have you any children, Mr. \ swung right a t Charlton over a road Hampshire.
Drink plenty of water with pinch
are better taught today than ever m atter of salaries paid to teachers. so long as we follow wisely along | tawaso of the Penobscot tribe, and
Smith?”
i just opened and not quite finished;
question the better trained economical and efficient lines and see Young Chief Poolaw of the Kiowa of salt. If bloated with gas add
before but our people have come to W ithout
“Yes—three daughters.”
\ which the car owner, who was driv.
. . .
..
iv
.i
_
_____
___
t
)
o
cnonn
ArHorika. T1
1i< IVflSnPS
of Adlerlka.
This
washes nout
tribe of Oklahoma. I t was most spoon nf
“Do they live at home with you?" ing, declared the finest ever. Thence utes, distance 200 miles, without a believe th a t the public schools and qualified teacher is capable of that no extravagance is committed colorful.
The
Indians
in
gorgeous
'
BOTH
stomach
and
bowels
and rids
in
any
way
there
can
be
no
doubt
rendering
a
more
efficient
service
“Not one of them—they are not into U. S. Route 20, again at Marl- skip. The Saunterer had th e back should afford a broader type of edu
cational opportunity than may be and can secure a better salary than but that public education is fully costumes, gay feathered head- : you of all gas. C H. Moor & Co.,
married' yet.”—Frankfurter Illustri-1 boro, arriving home at 12.45. Time seat, but didn’t drive from it.
dresses, rich bead embroidery, came Druggists.
found in these subjects alone. In the the poorly trained, less efficient worth all th a t it is costing.
erte.
out, actual time was 5 hours, 40 minN. C. C. 2.
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hereinafter
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the
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nesday afternoon.
Ordered:
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128-130 £°ld plated saxophone. Excellent conwere guests Tuesday of Mrs. Mabel
Monday night.
dition.
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in
Camden.
Probate thereof, asking th a t the same
gram will feature readings by
Stanley Kalloch. Mr. and Mrs. Ar Stephen Gushee and music by Bessey at Waterville.
be proved and allowed, and that
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Hardy of may
< » * « > * « . « . * > * * > * < * > * * « . 9 1 VEGETABLES for winter—Cabbage. $1
letters Testamentary Issue to Margaret K
thur Kalloch and Miss Lucy Kalloch Miller’s orchestra. This is to be a
Mrs. Millard Eldridge (Helen At
t per 100 lbs.; turnips. 85c per bu.; squash.
Deer Isle are guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Benner,
of Rockland, she being the ?
who have been touring on a vaca semi-private affair each member kins' of Chatham, Mass., is spending
I . $1 per 100 lbs.; carrots. $1.15 per bu.;
Executrix named in said Will, without
Frank H. Wilbur, Sea street.
, fancy potatoes. 60c bu. All first class
tion returned Friday.
Mrs. Lucius Howe will entertain bond.
being privileged to invite one guest a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Vesper
♦ quality, turnips especially good. Will
The newly elected officers of the and Harbor Light Chapter as special Rokes and MrsAnne Spear.
NATHANIEL
B
EASTMAN,
late
of
deliver. CHATER'3 GARDENS. Camden.
the C.C.H. Club Nov. 10, a t her Warren, deceased. Will and Petition for
130-tf
Woman's Auxiliary of Williams-Bra guests. The ceremonies will open at
wanted to care for Invalid Tel. 2098.
The Woman's Club will meet next
home on Mechanic street.
Probate thereof, asking th a t the same orPOSITION
as
housekeeper.
LUCY
TAYLOR.
88
sier Post will go to Union Tuesday 8 o'clock.
Tuesday evening at the intermediate
Rockland’s Tire Store
Mrs. John Husby entertained the may be proved and allowed, and that Talbot Ave. Tel. 323-M.
TWENTY-FIVE FT. lobstef or trawl
128-130
Letters Testamentary issue to Betsey J.
evening to have their installation
boat Grey engine and hoist, $125 for
Friday Reading Club this week. Mrs. Eastman,
Members of the Trytohelp Club schoolroom. The program: Roll call
of Warren, she being the
MAN or woman wanted as our local quick sale. Tel. TENANT’S HARBOR
jointly with the Union, Camden and will celebrate Halloween with a co s-[—Why I am Thankful; club collect;
Harriet Barbour was reader.
Executrix named in said Will, without representative, should have auto and 19-3.___________________________ 128*130
Rockland auxiliaries.
be well acquainted with farmers. Big
The monthly union evening serv bond.
tume party at their weekly meeting business; song by the octet; contralto
SPLENDTD tu rn ln s for sale at 75 cents
The Featherstone family who have Monday evening at the Baptist ves- solo, Miss Hilda Aspey; address, •'The
ANNIE B BROWN, late of Friendship, pay to right party Apply NEW ENG bushel.
ice of the churches will be held at
Tel. 48-W or drop postal to
LAND POULTRY DEALERS' ASSOCIA
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
occupied the Strout bungalow on try. Games and stunts appropriate American Home," by Mrs Henry
;he
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Congregational
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R. BREWSTER. R. F. D. Rockland.
TION,
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Ave.,
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Mass.
29x4.40 $3.59. Tube .95
thereof, asking th at the same may be
Green street have moved to their to the occasion will furnish an eve- Webb of Wiscasset; closing song by
130*132
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Sunday evening. Rev. Leroy A. proved and allowed, and th at Letters
former home in Keene, N. H.
Testamentary issue to William A. RlchPOSITION wanted as housekeeper in
ning of fun.
29x4.50 3.89. Tube 1.00 Campbell will be the speaker.
THIRTY-FIVE-ACRE farm In Burkettthe entire club
Those who attended the meeting of
family or care of elderly people,: ville; six-room house. Cheap for quick
The Girls Friendly Society will
J i n bel,'.'£ th.e„Exe.,cu small
A family gathering was held Tues
go anywhere. Write F. D.. care Courier^ | sale. WILFORD ROBINSON St. George.
the Pythian Circle in the home of day evening at the home of Capt.
30x4.50 3.95. Tube .95 nave a Halloween social at the S t . ' CLARENCE M. THOMAS, late of Rock _______________________________
John Lincoln, 57, died suddenly
130*132 i
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Mrs. Percy Studley Wednesday after and Mrs. Huse Richards, which also Thursday from a heart atttek while
Thomas parish house Monday eve land. deceased. Will and Petition for
ANY KIND of cleaning done. Pride
28x4.75 4.63. Tube 1.00 aing
CANARY birds for sale. Nice singers.
noon and evening were Mrs. Ada proved a miscellaneous shower for eating dinner a t Ansel llilt's. with
Probate thereof, asking th a t the same reasonable and satisfactory ARTHUR
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that SULLIVAN. 184 Pleasant St. Phone MRS.7i7A. TC. SMITH. 147 North Main St.
Chadwick, Mrs. Addie Jones, Mrs. Nel Mrs. Beatrice Graffam Richards, whom he had made his home for
Mr., and Mrs., T-.j-i.x_
Harold Nash,
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» i ° wed- and
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issue to Maggie
130*132 Tel' m : J
lie Robbins, Mrs. Gertrude Olivet*. Mrs. whose marriage to Roland Richards some time Funeral services will be
ters Louise and Edith, and Miss Vir- e . Thomas, of Rockland, she being the 610-W.
WORK horse for sale or would ex
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or any kind of work. HILMA
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Mrs. Julia Pryor, Mrs. Sadie Pryor, presented with numerous gifts and the h . D. Sawyer parlors in
Mrs. Clarence Pendleton in Beverly. bond
MAKI, Long Cove, Me.. Box 33. 129*131 CRAMER. Washington. Me.
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Bond
Mrs. Ora Woodcock. Mrs Maude G raf the occasion was a very pleasant one Thomaston.
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j
deceased.
Will
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Petition
for
Probate
m onths) good for any stove,
ton. Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs. Blanche
Miss H arriet L. Gill has resumed thereof, asking th a t the same may be Rawlelgh City business in and near burns two
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Buzzell at- ,
union cemetery, Warren Mr.
oil instead of wood. Also Chevro
$ 5 .2 4
Everett. Mrs. Carrie Wallace. Mrs. tended the installation of King u ncojn jS sur rived by three sisters,
her position as clerk in the Bird proved and allowed, and that Letters Cities of Rockland. Camden. Belfast and let touring car. I w ant a closed car. vifcAugusta. Reliable hustler can start trola or offers. BERT E. CUNNINGHAM.
Estelle Newbert, Mrs. Florence Cope David Lodge. F. & A M„ at Lincoln- Mrs c urtiS c. Starrett, and Mrs.
Shoe. Store after a vacation of two of Manchester.rlssu»J
N. 1H.. she being the earning $35 weekly and increase rapidly. Morrill. Maine. R. F. D. 2.
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land, Mrs. Grace Andrews, Mrs. ville Beach Tuesday evening
weeKs.
’ ”Executrix
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. . Will,
.. without Write immediately. RAWLEIGH CO..
Hattie w Andlews both of Warren
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Dept. ME—30—V, Albany. N. Y.
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Frances Winchenbach, Miss Mary
W. O. Hall has returned from a bond.
M r and Mrs. W L. Robbins and and Mrs Fjx e n ce Torrey of Wrenfor coal, oil or wood. Pipe and
Wyllie. A 6 o'clock supper was served son John went to Vinalhaven Mon-1
ROSILLA MITCHELL, late of Apple30-30 RIFLE wanted. In good condi Heaters
business trip in Boston.
M
pipeless furnaces a t reduced prices. A.
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for tion. Must be reasonable for cash. T.
with Mrs. Woodcock and Mrs. Sadie day to attend the funeral services of | Sunday morning at the Baptist
2 Gallons 90c
NORWOOD. Warren. Tel. 22. 127-tf
Probate thereof, asking th a t the same Write "Z." care The Courier-Gazette.
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12c Quart
heating stoves.
Special agents
Letters Testamentary issue to Edson M
Albert and Charles Rhodes. Mrs
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Mrs. Addie Gushee recently re Mitchell, of Appleton, he being the
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and
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deceased. Will and Petition for
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pany, and several as solos by Charles evening at the home of Mrs. Anna | Mrs- Arthur c Peabody, daughter
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the work, and is boarding at present P.
Lump soft coal $7.50; smokeless
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the Executrix named In said Will, with
screened lump soft coal, $9.50: coke.
at Mr. Sherman's.
out bond.
with Thomaston people: Reports [ Harbor Light Club proved a very were guests Thursday of Mrs. Jo$10.50; hard coal. $13.50. J. B. PAULSEN.
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Greasing,
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth
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Thomaston Tel. 84-2<
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the church were presented: from the
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The Harvest Home fair is over and Letters Testamentary issue to Margaret
A DOUBLE tenem ent house for sale. ---- ------------------------------- -----118-tf
yer; the Ladies' Circle, by Mrs. John ( day on Mrs. Minnie Piper.
' Overlook and family visited Mr. and
Essex and Ford Used Parts was a success. As always it was a R Bray, of Vinalhaven. she being the all In fine condition, both Inside and DRY fitted hard wood and junks. $10;
Brown; primary room. Miss Gladys [ Mr. and Mrs Charles Grotton have Mrs. Ralph Dean at Gardiner Thurspleasant event and many came from {^®autrlx
named |n said will, without out. ..City water, flush bowl and electric fitted soft wood and slabs. $6; lumber $25
bond
Doherty; junior room. Mrs. Edith Kil- moved to Rockland and are occupy- day.
lights. Nice cellar, two-car garage, good per M All under cover. T. J. CARROLL,
a distance to attend, among them
118-tf
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STEVENS, late of Cushing, barn, seven acres land and apple trees Tel. 263-21 or 739-M Rockland.
born; cradle roll, Mrs. Olive Morgan. h ng the house which they recently
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie acA U T O
Mrs. Bernice Butler Waldron of Bev deceased. Will and Petition for Probate If one wanted a fine summer home the
Mrrr w n n n
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Mrs. George Ames, Mrs. Belle proved
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well; Sunday school. Miss Frances Charles and Thedessa Weed return gan of Rockland motored WednesThomaston.
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_ jham; supper—Carrie Smith, Adelaide
B«-tr
at
a
price
o
f
$98.00
per
share
and
accrued
interest,
CHARLES
F.
CASE,
of
Rockland.
Octo
T reated W ith o u t Pain
Norwood, Olive Peabody, Alice Brown,
ber 4. 1932. William W. Case of Rock
yielding a little more than 6 % p er annum .
Ruth Phiibrook, M. Grace Walker,
Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout
land. was appointed Gdn., and qualified
or Loss of Time
by filing bond on October 18. 1932.
Harriet Hahn, Rosa Spear.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
1855
1932
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copies of The Courier-Gazette, with tin
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RU B IN ST EIN CLUB

O C l ETY
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
■octal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................... 770 or 794

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, daugh
ter Emily, and Miss Virginia Egan,
return today from Skowhegan where
they have been attending the State
Christian Endeavor convention. Mr.
MacDonald was one of the speakers.
Miss Elzada North entertained
Thursday evening at her home on
Beech street, her guests being Ruth
Hanscom of Portland (honor guest),
Sophie Cohen, Nathalie Jones, Con
stance Snow, Esther Nickerson
Elizabeth Snow, Vincent Pellicane,
Richard Thomas, Hervey Allen Jr.,
Russell Bartlett Jr., Prank Maloney,
Walter Barstow and William Glover
Jr. Miss Hanscom and Mr. Thomas
were winners in a strenuous game of
"Whoopee,” and dancing and cards
were other features, as well as re
freshments.

Mrs. John Newman who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
Ames in Concord, N. H„ and ln Bos
ton, returned Wednesday motoring
back with her husband.
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and Miss Ruth
Rogers motored to Bangor Thursday
for the State Teachers' Convention.
They were accompanied there by Miss
Madlene Rogers to remain for the
Friday and Saturday sessions.
The apron table committee of the
Unlversalist fair gave a “poverty
dinner" and bridge Wednesday a t the
home of Mrs E. E. Stoddard, Grove
street. Mrs. Stoddard was assisted
by Mrs. Oeorge H. Palmer, Mrs. Ella
S. Bird, Mrs. Annabelle Berry and
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith. The dinner
afforded pea soup, “Johnny” bread,
doughnuts and coffee* and bridge
honors included vegetables, apples,
etc.
Miss Ruth Hanscom of Portland is
the weekend guest of Miss Sophie
Cohen, Willow street.

Z\t
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Miss L ittlefield’s Paper—
“ The Incom parable Jerry"
—-One of the Features

C him ney C orner
Chat

Members of the Rubinstein Club
who braved the storm Thursday
afternoon to attend the meeting at
the Universalist vestry were well re
paid by the excellent program pre
pared by Miss Caroline Littlefield
and presented by Miss Alice Erskine
in her absence. Miss Littlefield's
fine paper on “Geraldine Farrar—
The Incomparable Jerry’’ — evoked
favorable comment, and was illus
trated by these musical numbers
taken from Miss F arrar's repertoire:

Adella F, Veazie

Soprano—A Dream .......................... Grieg
Farewell ................................... Franz
Mrs. Esther Perry Howard
Soprano—Seguldllla from "Carmen" ....
Bizet
Mrs. Helen Wentworth
Mezzo-soprano—Sylvelln ........... Slndlng
Mrs. Lorlta Bicknell

Francis M. Lipovsky, violinist, as
guest artist, delighted his hearers
with his presentation of “Gypsy
Serenade" by Valdez, “Traumerai”
by Schumann and “From the Canebrake” by Samuel Gardner. Other
numbers on the program were:
Contralto—For You Alone ......... Geehl
Sylvia .......................... Oley Speaks
Mrs. Kathleen Marston
Plano—Minuet ............................ Schubert
In Old Vienna ............. Godowsky
Mrs. Grace Bemis of Camden
Contralto—Soft Are Your Arms
Klem
Miss Chrystal Stanley
Plano—Butterfly .......................... Lavallee
Miss R uth Dondis

ai'J

There were Jont and Joe and
Harris, Will and Jinaand Harvey, all
settled within a few rods of one a n 
other in the neighborhood at the foot
of the mountain, and most of them
related to some of the group, either
by blood or marriage. Perhaps 1 d
better sort them out and give them
surnames before I go further. Jont
Spear. Harvey Spear, Harris Farrand.
Joe Ingraham, Will Ingraham and
Jim Ingraham. “Jim" and "Harvey”
moved to another State, after some
years, but the rest remained and their
children married the sons and daugh
ters of. other neighbors and some
found mates in other towns. Some
of our most substantial citizens at
present are the result of these m ar
riages. It seems somewhat odd, when
we consider how closely connected
were these six families, that none of
the young people should intermarry,
but all chose mates from outside the
clan. I lived among them and went
to school with the children till I was
fifteen years old, so I almost felt like
a part of the big family group, and
they and their children's children
have always seemed nearer and dear
er to me than those whose acquaint
ance I formed later in life.

M ISB EH A V IN G FE E T
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G reat Tim es A head A t New
Tillson A v en u e Resort—
That N am e
The new ballroom on Tillson ave
nue formerly G. W. Bachelder's in
door golf course will open Armistice
Eve (Nov. 10) with the Metropolitan
Night Club, and music by one of the
best bands touring New England.
Dining, dancing and floor show
will be the routine of this new and
beautiful 'establishment, which will
have been completely renovated and
redecorated, well heated and well
ventilated when the opening night
rolls around.
A mecca, indeed, for those who
love a good time and seek to banish
dull care.
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American
Legion, will have its annual ball
there on Armistice Night, with music
by Al Jahns and his Broadway Aris
tocrats, presenting all the extras th at 1
make up a modern night club. A j
grand slam of three nights will wind
up with the celebrated Nate Gold
and his Commanders. All this with
regular priqes. should interest those
with misbehaving feet.
Regular dancing will be conducted
on Thursday and Saturday nights. .
Roller skating will begin two weeks |
later, with new skates and sound
-system, Many popular racing stars
and fancy skaters will be seen during
the season.
Meantime scores of citizens are '
striving to suggest the name which
will be adopted for this new amuse
ment place, with its southern a t
mosphere. Each person may send in
one name to “Ballroom,” care of the
Paramount Restaurant. The prize
for the accepted name ls $25 in c a sh ,,
e.

Something appears to have
happened
to
YY’HDII,
the
Gloucester fbheriran
station
which has put forth rame very
entei tabling programs the past
two years. In recent weeks it
has been heard lather infre
quently. How tome?
••• .«.
Monday n gh t Soconyland Play
ers present a n»w story of Snow
Village, "Bequest.” Maybe it
was the fall weather or perhaps
it was the sight of all the things
that had giown during the sum
mer and were now dying that
put Uncle Dan‘1 Dickey into a
reflective mood. At any rate he
is launched into one of his in
frequent orations on the futility
of life when the playlet opens
and Hirum Neville calls to put
before him the plight of Martha
Giant, whose husband George
had died leaving her, according
to Hirum’s standards, with noth
ing.

Mrs. Anne Haskell of Belfast has
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Smith have
been visiting friends in the city this closed their house on Ocean avenue
week, and has been honor guest at and will be with Miss Minnie Smith.
Accompanists were Mrs. Nettie B.
several informal gatherings. She re 37 Spring street, for the winter.
Don’t wait until the last min
Averill, Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn and
turns tomorrow.
ute, but sec to it now tha* your
Miss
Margaret
G.
Stahl.
Mrs.
Hazel
Opportunity Class meets Wednes
set is in piimc condition for re
Mrs. Henry A. Rueter of Boston a r day evening a t the home of Mrs. Atwood acted as secretary in the
But what I started to say wa6
ceiving the Presidential election
rives today to be the guest of Mr. and Mabel Pinkerton, Simmons street, absence of Mrs. Alice Karl. Chorus something about the queer custom we
returns Tuc day, Nov. 8. It’s
rehearsals for numbers to be used had of calling everybody by their first
Mrs. J. Fred Knight, Broad street.
with Mrs. Beatrice Chaples as assist in the exchange program at Bangor
going to be a great night.
••• •••
and not content with this, ln
ing hostess.
on Nov. 8 before the Schumann name;
A group of 40 High School seniors,
many
cases
we
also
tacked
on
the
Y
Y
’illiam
B.
Ciaig, lyric bari
Club will be announced in this
gave a Halloween party and dance
middle name for good measure, often
tone of Old Town, and Lydia
Mrs. Lester Sherman has returned
Wednesday evening at the Country from a 10-days’ visit with Mr. and paper, and chorus members are omitting the surname altogether, a3
Baxter Smith, soprano of Bath,
asked to watch for them. The club
Club, which was gaily decorated for Mrs. H. N. McDougall in Portland.
were announced as the winners
will be represented in Bangor by every one knew whom we meant
(By
Elizabeth
Walker)
the occasion. Various games were
of the Atwater Kent radib audi
Mrs. Katherine Veazie, soprano; without wasting breath over sur
enjoyed prior to dancing, and the
tion of Station YVCSH. They
John McLoon and Marcus Chandler Mrs. Gladys Morgan, contralto; names. For instance, there was
Halloween spirit was reflected in the are in Portland for the weekend,
will enter the northeastern di
“Julianne." whose pasture and or
Mrs.
Blanche
Morton,
reader;
Miss
Only
two
days
of
school
this
week.
refreshments.
vision finals in New York City,
joining Mrs. McLoon and Mrs. Edna Gregory and Mrs. Frances Mc chard I have so often mentioned. We have enjoyed a three-day vaca
Chandler at the home of Mr. and Loon, pianists; an d the Rubinstein Nobody ever thought of saying they tion since Tuesday, occasioned bv the ! Nov. 17. Craig and Mrs. Smith
were the overwhelming choice of
Mrs. Winifred Butler who has been Mrs. H. N. McDougall.
Club Chorus, with Mrs. Mildred were going down to Mrs. Ingraham ’s, State Teachers’ Convention at Banthe judges and the radio audi
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. O.
Havener singing the incidental solos. for no one would have known her by goi
ence among the 18 who com
Butler. Birch street, and of Mr. and
* * » •
Mrs. Percy Merrifield and daughter
The next meeting will be Friday, such a formal title. She was original
peted.
Mrs. Augustus B. Huntley at The Nathalie of West Somerville, Mass., Nov. 11, when Mrs. Kathleen Fuller ly named Julia Ann but in time the
Entertainment at the senior social
••• ••♦
Highlands, for two weeks, returns to _have
_ ______
been______________
guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. will present a paper on “The Music two names became so familiarly Tuesday night was extemporaneous, a
The strength of daytime re
Portland tomorrow. She has been ! Leslie Cross for a few days,
of Italy.” Members scheduled to spoken th a t we made one name of it, last-minute change having been 1 ception is g.adually increasing,
shown many social attentions during
_____
take part include Mrs. Damie Gard and when a child was told to “run made in the plans. The program was
with the coming of snappy fall
her visit. She was dinner guest of ■ Ben Ames Williams of Chestnut ner, Mrs. Veazie, Mrs. Agnes With- down to Juliann's" and do an errand, broadcast from station R.HS and
weather.
It is now compara
Mrs. George Avery, North Main Hill, Mass., and his guest, Donald am and Mrs. Maryon Benner, as vo there was no question in th a t child’s Stanley Gay was an interesting an 
tively c a y to get New York and
street, Wednesday, joined in the aft- I Castle of Georgia, are at the Wil- calists; Mrs. Grace Bemis, and Mrs. mind as to his destination. Then nouncer, whose bright sallies were, we
Canadian stations any hour in
ernoon by Mrs. E. E. Knight and Mrs i liam^ summer home at Searsmont jRuth Sanborn, piano sclos Mrs. there was “Mary Snow" one of Juli are told, all composed on the spirit of
the day.
Adelma Mullen for a table of bridge, i for a week's hunting. They were JFaith Berryand Mrs.
Averill in a ann's daughters. Nobody ever thought the moment. The program included
♦•♦ ♦•♦ ♦•♦
Yesterday she was dinner guest of, honor guests a t'a meeting of the Bel piano duo; and readings from the of her last name. She was always a piano duet by Carol Gardner and
Radio’s newest find is a girl
Italian poets by Mrs. Ruth Elling “Mary Snow" and her chum was Margaret Halliday, cornet solos by
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall, Ocean fast Coot Club one evening.
of 8 who has had a great deal of
wood. Members are once more re "M artha Ann," although she too had Leon White, and .a ghost chorus of
street.
“time" in the a'r but none on it.
a
surname.
minded
to
give
substitutes
at
least
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood as director of
sheeted seniors. The decorations of
She is freckled face Catherine
The
two
planned,
as
children
will,
24
hours’
notice
for
preparation.
Mrs. H. D. Ames who has been the the 9th district of the State Federa
Hutchinson, a member of the
autumn leaves and corn-tops effec
to
name
their
first
babies,
(which
guest of Mr and Mrs. Lester Sherman tion of Women's Clubs was honor
Flying Family who recently re
tively
arranged,
were
done
under
the
for a few days returned to Brockton, guest at a meeting of the Belfast
The third in the series of benefit would be girls of course) for each direction of Vivian Chaples. Shirley . lumed from an aerial trip to
Mass., yesterday.
Travelers' Club Tuesday for luncheon. bridges for St. Bernard’s church will other, and they did it too, though I Barbour was chairman of the social
Greenland. The adventures of
« » • •
------1Prior to the formal program in the take place Wednesday evening at the believe the names were softened to
the Flying Family are being
Laura Pomeroy was hostess to sev- I afternoon she spoke briefly concern- home of Mrs. Raymond Duff, Ma “May” and “Mattie.” Then there
b: cade a t Monday, Wednesday
The assembly this week was an ex
cral of her playmates at a jolly Hal- ! mg Federation activities,
sonic street. Mrs. Duff will be as were others in the neighborhood who hibition of student musical talent,
and Friday evenings over the
loween party Thursday evening at '
sisted by Miss Lucy Ball and Miss were generally spoken of by all three enthusiastically received by the au 
NBC network. The rerfect poise
her home on Talbot avenue. A very
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker of W a Helen LaCrosse. Play will begin at 8. names. There was Mary Liz Welch. dience. Elzada North conducted the
and diction which little Cather
Mary Jane Thomas, and Mary Frank
ghostly ghost, whose voice suspicious- terville and Mrs. Anne Haskell of
ine displays over the microphone
opening exercises, and Ernest Doyle
Keller.
John
Harve
Thomas,
Steven
ly resembled that of Laura's daddy. : Belfast were special guests at the
have led a great many ladio list
Mrs R. Chester Robarts and infant
was chairman. The program began,
J. M. Pomeroy, met the guests a t the meeting of the Charity Club Thurs- son Richard have returned to their Hall Fo^set and Cora Ella Long who appropriately enough, with three
eners to believe she is a young
in
time
became
simply
"Coryell.”
Her
door. and at various times through- day when luncheon was enjoyed at home on Broad street after spending
lady of sixteen with a great deal
freshmen, Margaret Dunton was the
out the evening contributed "ghostly" ! Beach Inn, Lincolnville Beach,
family
moved
to
Rockville
and
she
of radio experience. On the con
a week in Tenant's Harbor, guests of
first performer, giving two piano
died
during
one
of
those
epidemics
noises to create the proper atmos------trary, this is her first "app**arMr. and Mrs. Albion Williams. Mrs.
solos, “Valse Chromatique," and
phere. Bobbing apples and Hal- ' Miss Daphne Winslow who has Williams returned with them to which took so many children at that “Connecticut March.” Miss Dunton
anec" on the air.
loween games occupied the time. ' been attending the State Teachers spend the week with relatives and time. When here they lived in what accompanied Ruth Harper in the sec
was later known as the Frank
Refreshments, carrying out a color ' Convention in Bangor is spending friends in this city.
T H E G R A D E SC H O O L S
ond number, a vocal solo, "When
Witham house.
scheme of orange and black were Saturday and Sunday with her
_____
Mother Played the Organ." Carl
served from a festive table. Guests , mother. Mrs C. E. Rollins, Broadway, I
retu rn e d to
Spear then came to the fore with his A n Interesting Batch of Items
were Patricia Allen, Nancy Snow, i before returning to Norway.
_ Herbert Benner nas returned to
A short time ago I counted almost ■well-known squeeze-box, giving us
Priscilla Lovejoy,. Barbara Derry, I
------ .
Bos on after visitmg his sister, Mrs.
a hundred pupils with whom I went two numbers, “Potatoes Are Cheap
From Fifth G rade, T yler
Eleanor Kalloch, Louise White, j Mrs. Rhama E. Philbrick and | Bert Maxcyat Glencove.
to school in the little red school er,” and “When They Cut Down the
Madeline___________—
and Norma ac
Suzanne Perry and Ruth Nichols.
,daughters
__„_____________
Building
Leo Harrington of the Mt. Pleasant house, now familiarly known as “The Old Pine Tree.” He was encored and
companied by Mrs. Marguerite Johnwood box" and so far as I can learn
The bridge given by Edwin Libby son and son Ernest are in Lewiston House, Jefferson, Mass., and Rev, there are only about a dozen of us replied with a medley of “We Won't i Tyler School, Grade 5:
Belief Corps Thursday afternoon | today attending Junior Day of the John J. O'Leary, D. D. of Boston, who left. Behind the mountain there Go Home Until Morning," and
School opened with 36 children
with Mrs. Winifred Butler and Mrs. : state Federation of Music Clubs. have been guests of Mr. and Mrs were fourteen houses besides the two “Good Night, Ladies.”
registered. Lillian Pendleton, who
Following
this
parade
of
freshmen.
Eugene
Harrington,
Pleasant
street,
Adelma Mullen in charge had three Madeline and Ernest are in the Rockschool houses. Now I think but five Emma Harding made her contribu had been spending part of her vaca
tables, favors being won by Mrs. land harmonica band; the latter also have returned.
of these are in existence, though tion to the glory of the sophomores tion in New York registered the sec
Nellie McKinney, Mrs. Carolyn Stew playing a solo.
ond week. Arthur Thomas has now
there have been built in later years
(Leigh Mayo who has been em two or three new ones. I doubt if with a piano solo, “La Regatta moved to the Southend, and all were
art and Mrs. Hattie Davies. Another
Venetiana.”
Leon
White,
accom■
The E FA. Club had luncheon and ployed in Boston has returned home. many remember the little old school
party will be held on Thursday, Nov
to have him leave.
panied at the piano by Mrs. Jackson, sorry
10, when Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. cards Wednesday afternoon a t the
Virginia Nelson, whose father is
house which stood Just this side of played two cornet solos, "Daisy,” and
The R.V. Club tendered a surprise the mill, for it disappeared years ago.
! home of Mrs. Charles Morton, Oak
Ida Huntley will be hostesses.
visiting in Norway, brought several
1street, Mrs. Morton and Mrs. C. M. shower, a generous assortment of The other one, beyond the Brewster "Aloha Oe." The last number was books and souvenirs for th > pupils
an
interesting
and
unique
piano
solo,
kitchen articles to Mrs. Myrven house, stands now on the Brewster
Miss Pearl Borgerson entertained Richardson being hostesses,
to see. Richard Barnard brought a
Harriman
(Kathleen Nosworthy) place and Luke uses it for a garage. “Butterfly," played with delightfully book “The Men YVho Found America.”
at supper and cards Thursday eve- j
-------ning at the Cole farm. South Hope. | The Cheerful Circle met Wednes- Thursday evening at the home of On its walls are written or carved the expressive use of the hands by Ruth
Franklin Spinney illustrated our
There were three tables and honors day evening at the home of Mrs. Miss Gertrude Phillips, Thomaston names of most of the teachers who Dondis. At th e conclusion of the Indian story by drawing a picture on
were won by Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, Rhama Philbrick, Chestnut street. street. Those present were Miss Avis have presided there, mv own name program. Principal Blaisdell was the blackboard. Stanley Farnham of
Mrs. A. R. Havener and Mrs. Viva [ Cards were in order, with Mrs. Theo- Blackington, Miss Ruth Peterson, probably among them. Pupils’ names called upon to tell us what was on Junior High has not forgotten us up
Kalloch. The Halloween spirit was dore Perry and Mrs. Pearl Studley Mrs. Arthur Duncan, Miss Betty can also be found in various spots, his mind. He did so, beginning wit' here, he has drawn a playground
Duncan. Ice cream and cake were and other evidences of the original the announcement that the socials scene on our blackboard Wonder
reflected in decorations and also in carrying off honors.
would have to be stopped if the style what our November picture will be!
served.
games preceding bridge.
use of the building.
of dancing affected by some of those
Edith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Naomi Richards brought a cotton
I t gives one a queer, uncanny feel attending was not discontinued. He
Kalloch Class will meet in the ing to revisit scenes of long ago and
Mrs. C. M. Richardson was hostess George H. Jackson, Hall street, is
plant for us to admire. The largest
spoke
of
the
football
situation,
urging
Baptist parlors Tuesday afternoon thus recall the past. Still there is
to the Corner Club yesterday after confined to her home by illness.
green bud opened into a lovely white
us to support the team, and conclud flower but the next day it changed
for work. Take lunch.
noon at her home on Broadway.
always more pleasure than pain con ed with a reminder of the
coming to pink.
Fred A. Parker of North Cam
nected with such visits, for the ok!
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Rankin and familiar scenes are sure to call up Chautauqua.
Mrs. Joseph Dondis, Mrs. Earl Mc bridge Joins Mrs. Parker Sunday at
Our gold fish and plants have re
Intosh, Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. C. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Justin L. Mrs. Ada Brewster motored to Port many pleasant memories which would
turned to school after the summer
The Commercial Club met Tuesday vacation. Two of the gold fish have
S. Reed, Mrs. J. O. Stevens and Mrs. Cross, to close their cottage at Coop land Monday, returning Tuesday,
otherwise be forgotten and lost. For and elected these officers: President.
Gerald Margerson carried off honors er's Beach for the winter. Returning
many years I hoped for a school re
Mrs. McClure and daughter Miss union a t “The wood box," but since Helen Jordan; vice president, Irene
at the bridge party Thursday evening they will be accompanied by Mrs.
given by the BPW Club at the Peter Charles Walsh, also of North Cam Gladys McClure, have moved from it has been remodelled and refinished Billado; secretary, Helen Ross; treas
M ON.-TUES.
Pan Beauty Shop. Miss Helen Bums, bridge, and Mrs. Percy Merrifield and the Pendleton house Cedar street inside I find th at old recollections urer, Gertrude ♦Simmons.
• • *
into
Mrs.
Florence
McClure’s
apart
hostess. There will be no party next daughter Nathalie of West Somer
refuse to come, as they did when it
G reatest Thatcher Colt M y s
The Typewriting Club has elected
ment, same street.
week, as the monthly meeting falls ville.
was used for a cooper shop, and old these officers for the year: President.
on Thursday, when 6.30 supper will be
te ry — Chills— Laughs—
names were to be found on the walls,
The C.G.H. Club of the First Bap written years and years ago. So Esther Nickerson; vice president,
served at Mrs. Edith Jones,’ Talbot
Baraca Class, meeting Wednesday
Helen
Pietroski;
secretary,
Jane
Wil
Rom ance
avenue. Supt. E. L. Toner will be evening at the Methodist vestry, tist Church met Thursday evening many years have passed since those
Ellis.
guest speaker.
heard reports of various committees with Miss Ruth Gregory, Center names were written that even were son; treasurer, •Charles
• »«
pertaining to the annual church fair street- Refreshments were served they still there, few would be left to
Names inscribed on the typewriting
Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts and sister scheduled for Dec. 1st and which the and games made the evening one of recognize them, so I have given up
Miss Fay Hodgkins, return to Houlton Class is sponsoring as a general com enjoyment. The next meeting will the idea of a school reunion, and try roll of honor this week»are: Helen
tomorrow after spending a few days mittee. A social hour with games and be with the members' teacher, Miss to satisfy the sentimental side of my Pietroski, Esther Nickerson, Ruth
W alter Barstow, and Frank
vfrlth their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Da music was directed by Mrs. O. B Emily MacDonald.
nature by an occasional ride past the Dondis,
Maloney.
vid G. Hodgkins. Camden street.
were
Rollins and refreshments
old scenes and an occasional outburst
An item in the Boston Herald of reminiscence by way of Chimney
served by Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt
The Junior High Social presenteJ
A meeting of District 9 of the Stete
reads: '‘The Boston Abbott Academy Corner Chat.
an excellent and varied entertainFederation of Women's Clubs. Mrs.
The Shakespeare Society meets Club will observe their 40th anniver
_ .
. . ,
...
. . . , ment, the entertainers in which were
Ruth Ellingwood, director, will take Monday evening at the home of Mrs. sary on Saturday, Nov. 5, at the
Cards received from Miss Alfreds taken from al] three f
place Thursday at Megunticook Louise Duff, Summer street. Act Y.W.C.A., with a luncheon. Mrs. Ellis Perry and Miss Janet M em ll who gra(Jes Thp
m; piano B j
Grange hall, Camden with the in of “Measure for Measure” will be Spear, Jr. will speak on “Women in are enjoying a European trip state Murie, McPhee? readlng
„How
sessions opening at 10 a. m. Lunch read, with Miss Caroline Littlefield Politics" and Miss Bailey, principal they had a pleasant ocean voyage
America
Was
Discovered,"
by
Evelyn
eon will be served at 12.30 and reser as leader, and Miss Annie Frye will of Abbott Academy, will also speak." with fine weather and congenial
...
. . ,
•.
vations must be arranged not later present a paper on “The Duke."
Mrs. Spear, a brilliant woman who company. They were delighted with ,
n t ™
than Oct. 31 with Mrs. Rule Gross,
is prominent in Massachusetts club their stay in the beautiful city of Hayes, Russell Nash, Frank Newhall
Mechanic street, Camden.
The
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy has returned and political life, is a member of the. Berlin, and were enroute for Cologne, Fred Haining, Howard Cole, Stirling
Friends-In-Council will act as the from Stockton accompanied by her Warren summer colony.
going thence to Paris and according Morse, Tony Murgita, Adriel Fales;
hostess club. I t is expected th a t Miss mother, Mrs. Annie Berry, who will
to itinerary are now in London for reading, “Columbus Day," Alice
Clancy; harmonica solo, Elizabeth
Anna Witherlec, General Federation be with her for the winter.
The Progressive Literary Club will a week.
White (encored); song, ’Little Old
hold its first meeting of the seasorf
chairman of club institute work, and
Miss H arriet Trask, spending the at the home of Mrs. Lucie Walsh,
Mrs. Gertrude Chittenden, Sta'e
Dr and Mrs H V. Tweedie have re Church in the Valley,” Jane Welch
president, will be present. Miss weekend with Mr. and Mrs. R. U. Tuesday afternoon a t 2.30.
turned from their visit in New Vieno Kangas, Mary Havener and
Margaret Hussey; oral examinations
Witherlee will conduct a club insti Clark and her mother, after attend
Brunswick
by Prof Sappo de Sap (Leighton
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson of
tute on: W hat my club means to me; ing the State Teachers Convention
Is my club a community asset—if so. at Bangor, is accompanied by P rin Broadway entertained at luncheon
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union \ White) with his star pupils, Nancy
why, and if not, why; How can we cipal Anderson of the Gorham Junior and bridge Thursday, the events be Veterans meets Wednesday night. ■Simpkins. Ruth Pike; Sammy Simp
kins, Meredith Dondis; Clarabelle.
foster club spirit, personal loyalty and High and Miss Lois Pike, a teacher ing carried out in the Halloween Picnic supper.
TODAY
Ida Roy, and Alexander, James East;
personal responsibility. Mrs. Chit with Miss Trask at Gorham Normal manner. Honors were won by Mrs.
J.
FARREI-L
MacDONALD
Miss
Larissa
Richards
gave
a
Hal
]
guitar
solo,
“Springtime
in
the
Agnes Brown and Mrs. Alberta Rose.
tenden will present her address at School.
loween party Friday evening a t her ■Rockies,” Herbert Goodwin; song,
the afternoon session, to be followed
SALLY ELANE
Mrs. James Austin, son Eldredge. home in Thomaston. Her guests were “Smiles," Annette Northgraves; harMrs. Ella Achom who fell the first
by a play given by the Community
in
Club of Union and a musical program. of June at her home on Amesbury and Miss Effie G. Pitcher of New Miss Charlotte Dyer of Thomaston, j monica and piano duet, David Curtis
“TIIE
PHANTOM
EXPRESS"
It is possible there may be time for street and broke her hip and who has Jersey were guests in this city Miss Jessie Shute. Harold Snowman, and Bill Cross; song, “Love Letters
a round table conference. District been cared for by Mrs. Ada Brewster Wednesday. Miss Pitcher and Mrs. Miss Beatrice Clements, Mr McLain, in the Sand,” Tom Pietroski, encores.
9 comprises federated clubs of Knox, of Cedar street since that time went Austin are daughters of the late Mr and Mrs. Toby Valenta, Miss “Shine On, Harvest Moon,” “Bend
last week to the home of her daugh Capt. and Mrs. H. A. Pitcher of this Frances Dobbins, Harvey Richards, Down, Sister,” and “Sweet Jenny
IJncoln and Waldo Counties.
ter, Mrs. Wilbur S. Cross, 88 Llme city and resided on Franklin street Harland Rawley and Clarence Raw- Lee."
*• • •
Ruth Coltart, chiropodist, is now rock street. She has improved very in the house now occupied by Arthur ley, all of Rockland. Cider, dough
located at 6 Talbot Ave., city. Phone much and will be pleased to see S. Baker. This is Mrs. Austin's first nuts and com cakes were served and
Marion Perry was office girl Mon
A Paramount Publlx Theatre
1075.—adv.
visit here in 30 years.
day and Tuesday,
129-130 friends.
cards were played
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G E T IT A L L
with the marvelous

NEW 1955

PHILCO
Hear your candidate on his road to
presidential fame. Tune in on a
Philco, the world’s greatest radio.
Once you hear a 1933 Philco you
will know why it is the choice of
seven of every ten radio buyers.
TRIAL, DELIVERY

Superb M O D E L 9 I X
H er e is a v a lu e b eyon d com p are I
9 -tu h e su p e r h e te r o d y n e fe a tu r in g
shadow tu n in g , in c lin e d sound
in g hoard, t w in sp e a k e r s, a u to 
m atic v olu m e c o n tr o l, h igh effi
c ie n c y tu b es, a n d o th e r b ig f e a 
tu r es.

Brand-New

E X T E N S IO N
SPEAK ER
A tta c h to an y radio
an d g e t recep tion a n y 
w h er e in th e h ou se!
E veryb od y w a n ts on e.

$10O
Complete — (Tax Paid)

EASIEST TERMS
BEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCES

(Tax Paid)

COME IN—SEE AND HEAR THE
NEW P H IL C O S -$ 1 8 .7 5 UP!

Bring in your tubes fo r free testing

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC4 4 2 M AIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 721

M ore Philcos A re Sold T han All O th e r Radios C om bined

PIANOS! PIANOS!
“A nnual H a rv e st S ale”
O f new Pianos, rented this summer, am ong them
are the beautiful ‘Becker Bros.”
— W O NDERFU L PIANOS—
EVERY PIANO SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE

TH O M AS, Piano M an
N. B.

DIAL 588
CAMDEN
A Good Upright Piano for $100—Easy Terms—Come Now,
Don’t Wait! Get First Choice!
130-lt

died—so soon—probably from over
study.
We wish to thank Mrs. Almon
Cooper Sr., for the Popular Mechan
ics she has given to us. Maxine
Schellinger has given us some Geo
graphies, which the children will en
joy later. Aren't we lucky! We have
nearly 250 Geographies.
Fred Grover brought the “Boston
News Letter" of April 17-24, 1704 to
class.
We have two new pupils, Bernard
Roberts from the Grace street school
and Wiljo Mahlamaki from the Ben
ner Hili School.
The most popular books in our
library are the “Popular Mechanics,”
"Popular Science," and “news" pic
tures from the newspapers.
The Parent-Teachers hav,; had our
piano tuned, It would be Impossible
to tell them how much we appreciate
it—after a year of discord.
Patrolman Forest Hatch was a
visiter, giving us an interesting talk
on safety and fire.
Stuart MacAlman presented us
with a map of the United States
showing the location of medicinal
plants. This will later be cut up into
a puzzle map.
In the ''Tyler School Harmonica
Band,” these officers were chosen:
Billy Bicknell as president; Lillian
Pendleton, vice president. Much in
terest and enthusiasm is being showr
by the class.
Fred Grover and Donald Peters are
the "traffic cops," from Grade 5.
Virginia Nelson spent the weekerd
with her sister a t Smyrna Mills.
We are proud of our “tardy" record,
only three names on it in seven
weeks. We also had the best'attend
ance in out building for the first
month.
Kathryn Dean has been horn? this
week with a sprained ankle. This is
the first time in seven weeks that the
teacher has been able to tell which
is Kathleen and which is Kathryn i
even now she has a doubt—as they I
may have changed seats.
Barbara Bartlett is to spend thr j
vacation this week in Augusta. We
hope she visits Fort Western and the
Capitol Building. Edwin Jones b
spending his vacation in Boston,
looking over historical spots.
Harry Graves, Virginia Nelson,
Irm a Thompson. Bill Cummings have
all been to Cadillac Mountain.
Bill Cummings, Billy Bicknell.
Lillian Pendleton represent our
school in the Harmonica Band today
at Lewiston.
Class officers have been chosen
thus: William Cummings, president,
Maxine Schellinger, vice president:
Barbara Bartlett, scretary; Irma
Thompson, treasurer; Ruth Packard
and Naomi Richards, program com
mittee.
Heated dead storage $3.50 per
♦•month. New low rates. Fireproof
Garage.
126-130

I All M oth ers
I know its value for
I Colds, Coughs, Cuts,
I Scalds, Burns, Biuiales, Chilblains.

I MONEY

REFUNDED it
l it (tils, used u directed.

Prepared by N orw ay Medicine C o,
N orw ay, M aine.
AU Dealers. I

M ON.-TUES.
SH E
d id n ’t h a v e a n a p a r t m e n t
on

P ark A v e n u e . . . Sh e

d id n 't h a v e a R o lls - R o y c e
. . . S h e d id n 't h a v e e v e n a
d ia m o n d o r a b r a c e l e t . . .
S h e w a s n o t w ith o u t h o n o r ,
not

w ith o u t

p r id e ,

not

w it h o u t L O V E . . . T ry t o
d e n y h er a p la c e a m o n g
th e r e a l w iv e s a n d s w e e th e n r ti o f m on I

NOW SHOWING
"MADISON SQUARE GARDEN"
with

JACK OAK1E
A Paramount Publix Theatre

S T K A N ID ,
Shows at 2.09, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday—2 to 10.30

<
E very -O th er-D a y

R ock lan d 'C ou rier-C azefte, S aturday, O ctob er 29, 1 9 3 2
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I
TODAY-

THE DAY OF D A Y S WILL Y O U BE A LEADER ?

W ILL

RO STER O F M EM BERS
— IN T H E —

\

THIS

T H R IF T C L U B

PILE

OF TH E CO UR IER -G AZETTE

I

BE

Miss Geraldine Sprague, Box 104, Long Cove .................................
49,500
Miss Mary A, Johnson, 169 South Main Street, Roekand ...................... 60,250
Miss Amber F. Elwell, Spruce Street, Rockland ..................................... 61,303
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, R. F. D., Rockland ................................. ............
30.100
Miss Mildred O. Ryan, 95 Park Street, Rockland ...................................
58,900
Mrs. Oscar C. Lane, Vinalhaven .......... ..................... .............................. 53,900
Mrs, Doris Black Brewster, Camden .......................................................... 54,350
Mrs. Madge Pratt, Tenant's Harbor .......................................................... 48,950
Miss Lotta Skinner, 169 South Main Street, Rockland .........................
57,100
Miss Shirley M. Glidden, 101 New County Road, Rockland
48,900
Miss Phyllis Snowman. 9 Rockland Street, Rockland ...........................
48,950
Miss Burdell Strout, 7 Granite Street, Rockland ......... ........................
42,700
Mrs. Leola Mann, Central Street, Rockport ..........................................
61,300
Mrs. Dorothy N. Baxter. 48 Grace Street, Rockland ............................ 52300
Mrs. Irving Simpson, North Haven .........................................................
60,259
Mrs, Myrtle Taylor, Tenant's Harbor ...................................... .................
48,353
Fred E. Harden, 566 Old County Road, Rockland .................................
58,950
Miss Florence Dunton, 18 Mechanic Street, Rockland .......................... 55,903
Mrs. Beulah Ames, 447 Main Street, Rockland ..................................... 50,200
Mrs. Victor F. Atwood, 493 Main Street, Rockland ...............................
51300
Mrs. Helen Blanchard. 9 Jefferson Street, Rockland ............................ 53,600
Miss Pearl Borgerson. 27 State Street, Rockland ................................... 58353
Mrs. Elsa II. Constantine, 60 Mechanic Street, Rockland .................... 57,150
Mrs. Alta Dimick, 19 Orange Street, Rockland ....................................... 54350
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman, Thomaston ........................................................ 56,300
Miss Gladys M. Grant, 5 Fulton Street, Rockland ................................
45,350
Miss Lenore W. Benner, 34 Pleasant Street, Rockland .......................... 33,600
Mrs. Geneva Rose Huke, 26 Clarendon Street, Rockland .................... 61,900
Mrs. Charlotte C. Jackson, 166 Main Street, Rockland ....................
53,750
Miss Sybil Jones, 146 Limerock Street, Rockland .................................
56,350
Mrs. Viva Kalloch, 24 Holmes Street, Rockland .................................... 54,600
Miss Hazel Kellar, 87 Broadway, Rockland ............................................
56,950
Miss Isabelle Kirkpatrick, 19 Rockland Street, Rockland ................. 54.1Q3
Miss Louise McIntosh, 126 Main Street, Rockland ......... „.....................
56 203
Miss Helen Merry, 34 James Street, Rockland ....................................... 51,900
Mrs. Mervin Harriman, 4 Fulton Street, Rockland ..............................
48.350
Mrs Alena L. Starrett, Warren ............................... ........ ......................... 60,900
Frank A. Hallowell, 40 Knox Street, Rockland ....................................... 59.203
Mrs, Helen Perry, Waldoboro ....................................................................
60,100
Mrs. Florence Ames, R. F. D. Box 46, Rockland ..................................... 59,201
Mrs. J. L. Stevens, Friendship ..................................................................... 56,100
Mrs. W. J. Whitney, Friendship............’......................................................
54,900
Mrs. C. C. Wall, Box 1021a, Long Cove ...................................................... 53300
Helen Thompson, Port Clyde .................. _......................................... ....... 44,950
Mrs. Cyrus A. Hilt, St. George ....................................................................
60,150
Mrs. Frank Harris, Glcnmere ..................................................................... 44,200
Mrs. Judson Young, Matinicus ...................................................................
60303
Mrs. A. M. Pierson, Spruce Head ................................................................
53,903
Mary E. Hall, Glencove ................................................................................
53,850
Mrs. Guy Peaslee, Washington ................................................ „................. 52,950
Mrs. Ethel Moody, Cnion ............................................................................
59,650
Mrs. Dora Perry, Appleton ......................................................... ... .............. 51,150
Mrs. Albert L. Marriner, Route 3, Box 37, Lincolnville ....._................. 42,600
Mrs. Mary Davis, Clark Island ........................................... ........................
51,600
Mrs. Raymond Ludwig, Hope ................................................. ....... .......... 60,900
Miss Hattie M. Wotton, Friendship.............................................................
58300
Mrs. Mary B. Ordway, Liberty ............................... :........ .'............ ...........
52,950
Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North Main Street, Rockland ,........................
59300
Mrs. Fred II. Ames, Thomaston ........... _...................................................
59,353
H. P. MacAlman, 55 Broad Street, Rockland ........... .......................32,350
Mrs. Flora M. Carter, R. F. D. 3, Waldoboro ...........................'..............
59,300
Mrs. C. M. Graves, South Thomaston .....................................................
50,100
Miss Marie T, Morris, Tenant’s Harbor ..................................................
60,250
Mrs. George L. Swears, Vinalhaven .........................................................
60,900
Miss Grace Wentworth, Searsmont .........................................................
56.900
Miss Izelle Andrews, 11 Pleasant Street, Rockland ...............................
60,759
Miss Florence M. West, West Rockport ....................................................
58,900
Mrs. Alice Emery, Owl's Head ........................................ ............................
58350
Pauline McLoon Rogers, Fort Fairfield
............................................
54,900
Mrs. Raymond Simonton, Star Route, Camden ....................................
56,950
Miss Edna Payson, 81 Grace Street, Rockland ..................... . ................ *6.800
Miss Martha Gould, East Vnion ................................................................
60.250
Jesse R Miller, Burkettvlle ....,...................................................................... 56,600
Miss Louise II. Nash, Melvin Heights, Cam den......................................
48,300
Florence Whitehiil, Thomaston .................................................................. 40300
Ralph Morton, Camden..................................................................................
41,350
Mrs. Clara O Spaulding, Star Route ..........................................................
42,150
Miss Esther Seavey, Port C lyd e......................................................... .......... 40,250
Brainerd Thurston. Box 1, Rockville ................................................ ........ 20,300

Y O U RS

?

Today is the day of days in The C ourier-G azette T h rift Club. T o 
day you will get m ore counts on subscriptions, than you will EV ER get
again in this Club. So— if you have any last m in u te promises,
G A T H E R TH EM U P and get them in today. The C lub Office will be
open tonight until eight o ’clock. All m ail reaching this office on M on
day, showing a postm ark dating of not later than m idnight tonight at
y o u r ow n Postoffice, will be counted on these big counts. If you are a
subscriber, bring in y our subscription this afternoon or this evening,
and see that your favorite Club M em ber gets the counts on it. W ith
the close of this period, tonight, there O U G H T to be som e leaders in
this Club. Been ru n n in g pretty even thus far. But today, when the
sm oke has all cleared aw ay— w hat shall we behold? W ill there be
leaders? If so, w ho will they be? Be sure to read the “ Hi-lites" on
T uesday. There will be a column! W h at a colum n! W atch for it!

TODAY!

A N E W F IV E Y E A R S U B S C R IP T IO N IS 8 0 ,0 0 0 ,
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